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Dear colleagues and friends,

For the first time in its long history, the UIA will hold its
annual congress in Istanbul.

Istanbul is a captivating city with a fascinating history.
It is here that Roman civilisation and particularly Roman
legal culture reached its zenith. The Corpus Juris Civilis
of Emperor Justinian I is still one of the cornerstones of
the world’s legal culture. It was in this city that civil law,
as we know it today, found its genesis. Similarly,
common law also owes a great deal to Istanbul. 

Istanbul was the capital of a multi-ethnic, multi-lingual
and multi-cultural Empire with a remarkable religious
freedom. In fact, for centuries Turks, Armenians, Kurds,
Arabs, Persians, Greeks, Slavs, Venetians, people from
all over Asia, as well as Muslims, Catholics, Orthodox
Christians and Jews have all lived together in Istanbul.

Tolerance and co-existence of different
cultures have always been a tradition
and an asset for this city. It is for all
these reasons that Istanbul is the ideal
place to bring together the different
legal cultures that are so characteristic
of all UIA congresses.

For decades, Istanbul, and all of Turkey,
has been torn between its Asian
identity and its desire to be a full-
fledged member of Europe. Both
geographically and culturally, Istanbul
forms a bridge between Europe and
Asia, and is a melting pot between
European and Oriental cultures. In
2010, Istanbul is the European Capital
of Culture.

So there are many good reasons to join the UIA in
Istanbul, not the least of which are the fascinating
subjects that will be discussed.

During the discussion on Markets: A Return to
Regulation?, we shall try to understand how, in the
future, we can avoid repeating the terrible world crisis
from which we are presently having such great
difficulty in recovering.

In the theme Human Rights and Private Enterprise, we
shall attempt to find out whether the respect for human
rights in industrial and commercial activities still comes
at a cost, whether it can prove to be a resource and
whether judicial protection can be provided, even if
these activities are conducted in countries whose laws
are not in line with international conventions.

And what better place than Istanbul to finally try to see
whether a single Worldwide Code of Ethics for lawyers
can be established?

The UIA therefore looks forward to seeing all of you in
Istanbul!

Corrado DE MARTINI
UIA President

Dear colleagues,

The 54th congress of the Union Internationale des Avocats
(UIA - International Association of Lawyers) will be held
in Istanbul between October 30 and November 3, 2010.
On behalf of the Istanbul Bar Association, I would like to
express the pleasure we take in hosting such a great
event which unites the members of the world’s legal
profession.

The congress will be held in Istanbul, which holds a
privileged position among the world metropolises in
terms of its geographical location, natural beauty and
history dating back to ancient times. Istanbul, which has
long been the capital of empires, also holds a very
remarkable place in the history of law. Corpus Juris Civilis,
the foundation of laws, which had considerable effect on
the development of Roman Law and influenced the
whole of continental Europe, was compiled and practiced
in this very city 1500 years ago. Along
with its history, the young and
dynamic population of the city
provides a creative energy that
makes Istanbul one of the most
vibrant cities in the world. 

The year 2010 will be crucial for
Istanbul, since the city has been
chosen as the European Capital of
Culture by the European Parliament
with the approval of the Council of
Ministers of Culture of the European
Union. The title “European Capital of
Culture” is granted either to EU
member countries or cities in EU
candidate countries that contribute
to Europe and add value to its
culture. This contribution of the European Capitals of
Culture also serves to enrich the culture of the world.
Owing to all these aspects, Istanbul is becoming day by
day a focal point and a centre of culture and art, not only
for its own residents but also for the whole world.

As the Organizing Committee of the congress, we shall
do our best to create the necessary conditions to allow
you to express your opinions freely and get involved in
sophisticated discussions. Excursions and social
programs will also be organized to introduce our guests
to the ancient and modern wonders of fabulous Istanbul.

The congress will be brought to reality with the support
of the Istanbul Bar Association, which was founded in
1878 and is one of the biggest Bar Associations in the
world with over 25,000 registered lawyers. We are
thankful in particular to Mr. Muammer Aydin, President
of the Istanbul Bar Association, for the close cooperation
and the support he has provided us in organizing this
congress.

We are more than pleased to take this opportunity to
invite you to the 54th UIA congress in Istanbul, truly one
of the wonders of the world.

We look forward to seeing you all in Istanbul!

Dr. Hakan ÖNCEL
President of the 54th congress
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UNION INTERNATIONALE DES AVOCATS: BRINGING TOGETHER THE WORLD'S LAWYERS 

For over 80 years, the Union Internationale des Avocats (UIA - International Association of Lawyers) has been defending the legal profession and stimulating
international contacts, cooperation and exchange of knowledge among lawyers, while respecting their cultural and professional diversity.

an association open to all law professionals, the uIa is the only large international association of lawyers to: 

❱ promote the fundamental principles of the legal profession and the development of legal sciences in all legal fields at the international level.
❱ contribute to the professional growth of its members through the exchange of information in forums established by its commissions and working groups. 
❱ Intervene frequently all over the world in favour of lawyers who have either been imprisoned or are being persecuted for practising their profession. 

Today, the UIA is bringing together several thousand members and hundreds of bars, federations and associations spread out in over 110 countries.

Join the UIA and become a member of the world’s strongest lawyers’ network.

◾ LEGAL PROJECTS
The UIA commissions and working groups examine a host of legal fields
falling under Business Law and General Practice and Human Rights.

Each commission looks at developments in its discipline and determines in
which way they affect or are affected by other legal sectors. Consequently,
all the uIa commissions collaborate with each other and, offer together several
international training seminars every year.

At its annual congress, the UIA commissions hold their working sessions.
They produce high quality reports that are placed at the disposal of all the
association’s members.

◾ PROTECTION OF LAWYERS AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Wherever in the world the right to defence may be threatened, the uIa gets
mobilised so as to provide assistance to lawyers who are unable to practice their
profession freely.

In 2009, in particular, it followed cases in Cameroon, Malaysia, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, Guatemala, Iran, Vietnam, Zimbabwe, etc.

Since 1971, it has enjoyed a special consultative status vis-à-vis the united
nations and the European council. 

Finally, the UIA attends the sessions of the Assembly of States Parties to the
International Criminal Court and is a member of the International criminal
bar's Executive Council.

◾ THE UIA IN THE WORLD (in yellow)

G E N E R A L

For more information, please consult the UIA website: www.uianet.org
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◾ 54TH CONGRESS ORGANISING COMMITTEE

                            Corrado DE MARTINI    UIA President
                                             Hakan ÖNCEL    President of the Congress
                      Mary-Daphné FISHELSON    Secretary General
                       Jean-Jacques UETTWILLER    Financial Director
                Nicole VAN CROMBRUGGHE    Director of Congress Main Themes 
                               Stephen L. DREYFUSS    Director of Commissions
                                       Michael BRAUCH    Director of Congresses

                                                                 

◾ LOCAL COMMITTEE

         Prof. Dr. Dr. Selçuk DEMİRBULAK    Scientific programme
                       Prof. Dr. Durmus TEZCAN   Scientific programme
                   Prof. Dr. Duygun YARSUVAT   Scientific programme
                    Prof. Dr. Köksal BAYRAKTAR   Scientific programme
         Prof. Dr. Fadlullah CERRAHOĞLU    Scientific programme, sponsoring
                                                Ahmet PEKİN    Scientific programme, sponsoring
                                        Ümit HERGÜNER    Sponsoring
                                                   Erim BENER    Sponsoring
                                             Dr. İsmail ESİN    Sponsoring
                                       Refik TÜRKOĞLU    Sponsoring, public administration

and diplomatic relations
                                              Mehmet GÜN    Public administration and

diplomatic relations
                                           Dr. Murat AKSU    Public administration and

diplomatic relations
                                 Kazım KOLCUOĞLU    Press relations, relations with other

bar associations
                         Dr. Hüseyin KARABULUT    Press relations, relations with other

bar associations
                                           Serdar PAKSOY    Press relations, social activities
                                             Vuslat SÜMEN    Press relations, social activities,

sponsoring
                                            Haydar AKSOY    Press relations, social activities
                     Sıdıka BAYSAL HATİPOĞLU    Congress centre
                                               Yonca YÜCEL    Marketing, advertising
                                               Hakan ÇİNAR    Marketing, advertising
                                                 Berin ERGİN    Promotion, marketing, sponsoring
                                          Saadet OZFİRAT    Marketing, sponsoring
                                                    Feyza EKER    Marketing, sponsoring

◾ UIA CENTRE

                             Marie-Pierre RICHARD    Executive Director
                                 Anne-Marie VILLAIN    Assistant to the Executive Director
                                               Joyce GIELEN    Events Coordinator - Seminars
                                              Sabine DAVID    Events Coordinator - Congresses
                        Noelia ALONSO MORÁN    Events Secretary
                                             Colette SURIN    Events Secretary
                                          Felix MARQUES    Accounting Manager
                               Marie-Pierre LIENARD    Communication and Website

Officer
                                        Romina BLANCH    Development and Partnership

Coordinator

◾ UIA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

                       Corrado DE MARTINI (Italy)    UIA President
                Bernd REINMÜLLER (Germany)    Immediate Past President
                    Pascal MAURER (Switzerland)    President Elect
                            Driss CHATER (Morocco)    First Vice-President
        Mary-Daphné FISHELSON (France)    Secretary General
         Jean-Jacques UETTWILLER (France)    Financial Director
                  Stéphane BONIFASSI (France)    
                                                    Román ORIA 
         FERNÁNDEZ DE MUNIAÍN (Spain)    
                    Jerome ROTH (United States)    
                                Hakan ÖNCEL (Turkey)    President of the 2010 Congress
    Stephen L. DREYFUSS (United States)    Director of Commissions   
                    Michael BRAUCH (Germany)    Congress Director
 Nicole VAN CROMBRUGGHE (Belgium)    Director of Congresses Main Themes
                          Carlo MASTELLONE (Italy)    Director of  Seminars 
            James C. MOORE (United States)    Director – Collective Members
               Marcus SCHRIEFERS (Germany)    Coordinator of Regional Secretaries,

Presidents of National Committees
and UIA Representatives

                     Andras SZECSKAY (Hungary)    Director  – Independence of the
Profession 

                         Miguel LOINAZ (Uruguay)    Director of International Relations
                             Patrick HENRY (Belgium)    
                               Pierre VIVIANI ( France)    
                                  Verena MOLL (France)    Director of Press Relations
                          Bernard GRELON (France)    Chief Editor – Juriste International
          Jean-Marie BURGUBURU (France)    Vice-President of the International

Bar Leaders Senate
                                     Mario NAPOLI (Italy)    Director of the monitoring of

agreements with International
Organisations

Marie-Christine CIMADEVILLA (France)    Director of the Rule of Law Project
                        Jutta BERTRAM-NOTHNAGEL    Director of Intergovernmental 
                                                     ( United States)    Organisations Relations
                   Mihai TANASESCU (Romania)    Member
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                        Deputy Directors    
                        Hervé CHEMOULI (France)    Deputy Financial Director
                           Bruno MICOLANO (Italy)    Deputy Director of Human Rights

and Protection of Lawyers
                            Gianluca POJAGHI (Italy)    Deputy Director – Commissions 
    Isabel-Clara CANALS-FROSCH (Austria)
                Jorge MARTI MORENO (Spain)
            Matthias W. STECHER (Germany)    
                  Louis F. BURKE (United States)    Deputy Director of Development in

North American regions
                                  A. K. GANGULI (India)    Deputy Director of Development in

Asian regions
               Issouf BAADHIO (Burkina Faso)    Deputy Director of Development in

African regions
                      Martin SCHIMKE (Germany)
                                Pierre VIVIANI (France)
                                                                               
                                     Ridha SAÏM (Algeria)
                                Pierre VIVIANI (France)    
                                                                               
                            Gianluca POJAGHI (Italy)    Deputy Director – Website

} Co-Directors of Human
Rights and Protection of
Lawyers

} Deputy Directors – Seminars 

}
Deputies to the Coordinator of
Regional Secretaries, Presidents of
National Committees and UIA
Representatives

} Deputy Directors – Collective
Members

} Website Directors

I N F O R M A T I O N
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◾ ENTRY FORMALITIES
It is mandatory to present a passport that is valid for at least 6 months after
your arrival date in Turkey. The need for a visa depends on your nationality.

countries that do not need an entry visa:
➜ nationals from the following countries are exempted from obtaining an entry

visa for turkey for tourism purposes:
❱ up to four months: Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia.

❱ up to three months: Andorra, Argentina, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Brazil, Chile,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Ecuador, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Guatemala, Iceland, Iran, Israel, Japan, Lichtenstein, Luxembourg, Malaysia,
Monaco, Morocco, New Zealand, Nicaragua, South Korea, Turkish
Republic of North Cyprus (unlimited), El Salvador, San Marino, Singapore,
Sweden, Switzerland, Trinidad & Tobago, Tunisia, Uruguay, Vatican,
Venezuela.

❱ up to one month: Costa-Rica, Kazakhstan, Kirghizstan.

Other nationalities:
If you are a national from any other country, you must apply for a visa to the
consulate of turkey in your country of residence. You will also have to present
a valid passport for at least 6 months after your arrival date in Turkey. If
required, you may have to give your reason for submitting an application to
enter Turkey. If they deem it necessary, the Turkish authorities may also
require proof of the establishment where you will stay, a confirmation of
your registration at the congress, your return ticket, or perhaps a letter of
invitation. 
You may also be asked to prove that you have sufficient monetary resources
to cover your expenses during your stay in Turkey.

➜ nationals of the following countries can get an entry visa upon their arrival
in turkey for tourist purposes:

❱ up to three months: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Great Britain, Hong
Kong, Ireland, Italy, Malta, Netherlands, Oman, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain,
USA.

❱ up to two months: Albania, Belorussia, Russia, Ukraine.

❱ up to one month: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Estonia, Hungary, Jordan,
Latvia, Lithuania, Macau, Moldova, Norway, Poland, Republic of Cyprus
(South), Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan.

❱ up to fifteen days: Georgia, Guatemala.

For any further information, please contact the Embassy of turkey in your
country.

◾ AIR / RAIL TRANSPORT
Getting to Istanbul is easy. There are numerous airlines serving the
destination, either with regular or low-costs flights. Istanbul offers to the
visitor two international airports and two international railway stations.

You can benefit from preferential airfares by making your reservations
directly on the Internet as early as possible.

You may also contact our agency, DESTINATION PLUS, to organise your
airline bookings for groups of more than 10 people:

DESTINATION PLUS
58, rue Saint Lambert - 75015 Paris, France
Tel: +33 1 56 08 37 37 - Fax: +33 1 56 08 37 38

Email: congres-uia@destinationplus.fr

◾ TIME DIFFERENCE
GMT +2 hours.

◾ ARRIVAL
Istanbul’s International Airport – Atatürk Airport – is about 25 km from the
city centre and 16 km from the Theodosius’ ramparts, which demarcate the
south from the historic centre.

On your arrival at the airport, information will be available at the UIA
welcome desk (from October 29 to 30, 2010).

◾ TRANSFER FROM THE AIRPORT
It takes about 45 minutes to reach the area where the Swissôtel The
Bosphorus is, depending on the traffic.

The cost of the journey is approximately 35 TRY (17 €), depending on the
traffic. 

DESTINATION PLUS will provide a transfer from the international airport to the
congress hotels by minibus (with 8 to 20 seats) -or possibly by bus according
to the arrivals- on October 29 and 30. The welcome will be made at the luggage
retrieval area.

Reservation of the transfer service from the airport will have to be made jointly
with the reservation for accommodation using the DESTINATION PLUS
reservation form (the price per person is € 15).
Information about your arrival flight must be provided to DESTINATION PLUS
more than one month before your arrival (should you not respect this
deadline, DESTINATION PLUS would not be able to confirm the service).

◾ CURRENCY
The Turkish Lira (TRY).

Exchange rate on 31/01/2010:
1 TRY = 0,477941 €                             1 EURO = 2,09231 TRY
1 TRY = 0,663404 USD                     1 USD = 1,50738 TRY

It is customary to leave tips amounting to about 5-15% of the total amount of
the services provided in hotels, restaurants, Turkish baths, etc.

◾ BANK / FOREIGN EXCHANGE
Currencies can be changed without commission in bureaux de change,
banks or hotels.  

Automatic teller machines (ATMs) are available throughout the city. Almost
all credit cards are accepted and instructions are available in English.

◾ LANGUAGE
Turkish is the national language.
English and German are spoken in hotels, travel agencies, airports and
tourist sites.

◾ POWER SUPPLY
The electric current supplied is 220V; 50 Hz.
Round, two-pin plug points are available, as elsewhere in Europe. In case you
have any devices from the USA, kindly remember to bring a
transformer/adapter.

◾ SHOP OPENING HOURS
The most common opening hours for shops are from 9.00 am to 7.00 pm, and
most of the shops are open from Monday to Sunday.
The main shopping malls and department stores are open from 10.00 am to
10.00 pm.

Renowned worldwide for its extraordinary cuisine, the city of Istanbul offers
a wide choice of unexpensive restaurants proposing an always fresh product
range.

Nights in Istanbul are very lively, particularly at the end of the week. Bars and
discotheques are open until 2.00 or 4.00 am.

◾ SINGLE NUMBER FOR ALL EMERGENCY SERVICES: 112

G E N E R A L
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◾ CLOTHING 
Istanbul is blessed with a mainly Mediterranean climate, characterised by
hot and wet summers and winters with an even temperature. 
The average temperature in Istanbul is generally between 10°C and 17°C in
October and November.

Dress code for the various social events:

❱ Opening ceremony and cocktail: lounge/ town suit (the cocktail will be
held indoors).

❱ Informal evening : Casual wear but bring along something warmer (the
reception will be held in a cistern).

❱ Gala dinner: Full evening dress (the reception will take place indoors).

❱ General excursion: Casual wear but bring along something warmer for
the cruise.

◾ TOURISM IN ISTANBUL
There are several facets to Istanbul. It is primarily a tourist city bursting with
historical monuments, visited by thousands of tourists from the four corners
of the world every year, but it is also a modern city with several business
districts. In fact, Istanbul is a very lively city with an extraordinary night life.

◾ ISTANBUL, A CITY OF CULTURE
Today, Istanbul is Turkey’s main economic hub. It is also a city that fires your
imagination, with its rich and unique past. The city's history goes back to the
times of ancient Greece. Ever since, it has witnessed several civilisations one
after another. The city once belonged to the Roman Empire and then the
Byzantine Empire. In 1299, Osman I conquered the Byzantine city. This date
marks the beginning of the Ottoman Empire, which chose Istanbul as its
capital from 1453 onwards.

Istanbul is both a mirror of Turkey and culturally exceptional. All the area’s
provinces and trades rub shoulders with each other here. Two gigantic
suspension bridges connect Asian Istanbul with European Istanbul. 

An amphitheatre of history, every street in Istanbul has a story to tell. Build
on seven hills overlooking the sea, it is an out-of-the-world maze of noisy
little streets filled with frenzied activity.

◾ TURKEY'S HISTORY AND CULTURE
Turkey is one of the only countries in the world that spans two continents.
So far and yet so near, it is a promise of exotic new surroundings.

Its cultural diversity, multiple ethnic influences and cultural traditions have
engendered a rich and varied folklore.
Turkey may be summed up by the clichés normally used to describe the
Orient: someone nonchalantly smoking a hookah, bazaars spilling with
carpets and perfumes, sparkling copperware and jewellery, the faithful
being called to prayer from the minarets, whirling dervishes… However, that
would mean neglecting another side of Turkey: secular and modern, vibrant
and multicoloured, just like its hectic metropolis – Istanbul.

◾ PRE AND POST-CONGRESS ACTIVITIES / 
ACTIVITIES FOR ACCOMPANYING PERSONS

DESTINATION PLUS offers several pre and post-congress activities that will
enable you to visit sites and monuments that are a must in Turkey, or to relax
while enjoying all that this wonderful country has to offer.
You will also have the opportunity to visit Istanbul and its surroundings
during the congress. 

The details of pre and post-congress activities and activities for
accompanying persons are given on pages 34 to 37 in the programme. The
DESTINATION PLUS reservation form has been enclosed to enable you to
make reservations.

In the event the number of participants registered is insufficient on
September 10, 2010, the concerned pre and post-congress activities and
activities for accompanying persons may be cancelled or postponed to
another date which a greater number of participants have registered for.

I N F O R M A T I O N
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◾ CONGRESS VENUE
swissôtel the bosphorus
Bayıldım Cad. No: 2 Maçka
Beşiktaş 34357
Istanbul - Turkey
Tel: +90 212 326 1100
Fax: +90 212 326 1122
Website: www.swissotel.com/istanbul

◾ ACCESS FOR PEOPLE WITH RESTRICTED MOBILITY
As the access to some venues might not be very easy for people with
restricted mobility, please kindly indicate in the appropriate section of the
registration form if you need some particular attention. 

◾ SHUTTLES / ACCESS
A shuttle service will be set up for transfers between the Swissôtel The
Bosphorus hotel and other congress hotels.
The organisers are planning to provide a transfer service between the
Swissôtel The Bosphorus and the Çiragan Kempiski and Hilton hotels in the
mornings, before and after the lunch breaks and in the evenings.

For all evening programmes, transfers to and from your hotel will be
provided. The shuttle timetable will be available in the congress final
programme distributed onsite, at the registration desk and posted up in the
congress hotels.
N.B: There will be no shuttle service from the Hilton Park and Taslik hotels,
located within walking distance from the Swissôtel The Bosphorus.

◾ ORGANISERS’ ADDRESS
To register for the congress and for any information on the UIA and/or the
congress, please contact the:

unIOn IntERnatIOnalE DEs avOcats
25, rue du Jour
75001 paris - France
tel: +33 1 44 88 55 66
Fax: +33 1 44 88 55 77
Email: uiacentre@uianet.org
website: www.uianet.org

To book your hotel, register for activities for accompanying persons and for
pre and post-congress activities, please contact:

DEstInatIOn plus
58, rue saint lambert
75015 paris - France
tel: +33 1 56 08 37 37
Fax: +33 1 56 08 37 38
Email: congres-uia@destinationplus.fr
website: www.destinationplus-uia.com

◾ ASSISTANCE DURING THE CONGRESS
For any further information, representatives of the UIA and DESTINATION
PLUS will be at your disposal at the Swissôtel The Bosphorus hotel to answer
all your questions.

◾ ACCOMPANYING PERSONS
Members of the legal profession cannot be registered as accompanying
persons for the congress. Accompanying persons are not authorised to
attend the scientific sessions.
To be able to participate in the social activities, accompanying persons need
to have registered and paid the corresponding registration fees. They will be
given a special badge.

◾ BADGE
The badge (congress participant or accompanying person) will have a bar
code on which your activities will be recorded and which can be used as a
pass. Please keep it with you at all times for access to sessions as well as
luncheons and other social activities.

To check your identity, the bar code on your badge will be scanned at the
entrance of rooms, both for meetings and for all social activities.

A € 10 fee will be applied to the participant in case the UIA has to print a lost
badge.

◾ FIRST-TIME PARTICIPANTS AT A UIA CONGRESS
In order to enable regular participants of the UIA annual congresses as well
as the association’s officers to offer a specially warm welcome to those (UIA
members or non-members) attending a UIA congress for the first time, their
badge will indicate that they are first-time participants.

◾ LUNCHES
Luncheons have been organised to give you ample time to meet friends and
colleagues. They will be served at the Swissôtel The Bosphorus hotel itself.
Access will be granted on presentation of your badge and based on the
selection you have made on your registration form.

Luncheons shall be served without any alcoholic beverages. However, you
will be able to purchase alcoholic beverages at an additional charge. You may
either pay for them directly or add the costs to your room charges if you are
staying at the Swissôtel The Bosphorus hotel.

◾ EXHIBITION AREA
An exhibition will be held for the entire duration of the congress, at the
Swissôtel The Bosphorus hotel.

◾ LIST OF CONGRESS PARTICIPANTS
You can consult the list of participants along with their contact details on the
UIA Website, Istanbul congress section, under “My UIA congress”, at any
time. However, you need to have registered for the congress first.

◾ CONGRESS REPORTS
All congress participants who have paid their registration fees will receive a
copy of the congress CD-ROM containing the reports received in electronic
format by the UIA latest by august 31, 2010.
Reports received after this date but before the congress will be available on
the UIA Website, www.uianet.org, in the section “My UIA congress”, for all
registered participants who have paid their registration fees. 
During the closing ceremony, the Monique Raynaud-Contamine Award will
be granted to the best report.

◾ MONIQUE RAYNAUD-CONTAMINE AWARD
In 1999, the Union Internationale des Avocats established the Monique
Raynaud-Contamine Award in memory of and as a tribute to Mrs. Monique
Raynaud-Contamine, a former UIA Director of Legal Publications, and
former President of the Banking Law Commission. Monique Raynaud-
Contamine was a vitally important UIA member for several years.
The Monique Raynaud-Contamine Award was established in homage to her
work and her personality and is granted to the authors of the two best legal
reports drafted for the UIA annual congresses. One of the two awards will
be conferred on a young lawyer. In addition, the two winners will receive a
prize awarded by the legal publisher, Bruylant (Brussels).

In order to register, please fill in
the attached forms or register online www.uianet.org

G E N E R A L
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◾ CHANGES AND ADDITIONS
Some speaker names and certain meetings or activities have not been
inserted in this programme, as the UIA did not receive confirmations in time.
We invite you to consult the UIA Website www.uianet.org regularly,
especially the section on the “Istanbul congress”, as this will enable you to
find out about the changes and additions made in the congress programme.
The final programme will be handed over to participants at the congress
venue, and will include all updates and logistical information.

To directly access the Istanbul congress Website, please log on to the home
page of the UIA Website, www.uianet.org, and click on the “Istanbul
congress” icon located at the bottom, left.

◾ ACCREDITATION
Within the framework of continuing legal
education, the UIA has obtained the official
accreditation for the following countries:
❱ France: French Bar Council (Conseil National des Barreaux – CNB), 

21 hours of training have been validated for congress participants.

❱ belgium: French-speaking and German-speaking Law Society (Ordre des
Barreaux francophones et germanophone – O.B.F.G.) and the Flemish Law
Society (Ordre des Barreaux flamands – O.V.B.), 
18 training points have been granted for congress participants.

Each participant shall receive a certificate of participation, distributed onsite
at the end of the congress, upon request.

The UIA is also pursuing this approach with organisations in other countries.
Please contact the UIA for more detailed information. 

The above table summarises the meetings for which simultaneous translation has been organised as of date. 
Upon your arrival at the congress, please consult the final programme to verify whether simultaneous translation is being provided in other languages or
for other meetings.

the uIa would also like to thank the law firm of mr. majed m. GaROub for contributing to the financing of the simultaneous translation in arabic for some of
the sessions.

Governing Board                                                                                               October 30                               ✔                           ✔                           ✔                            -

General Assembly                                                                                              October 30                               ✔                           ✔                           ✔                            -

Opening Ceremony                                                                                          October 30                               ✔                           ✔                           ✔                           ✔

Main theme 1: Markets: A Return to Regulation?                                      October 31                               ✔                           ✔                           ✔                           ✔

International Bar Leaders Senate                                                                   October 31                               ✔                           ✔                           ✔                            -

Forum for Africa                                                                                                 October 31                               ✔                           ✔                           ✔                            -

Main theme 2: A Worldwide Code of Ethics?                                            November 1                              ✔                           ✔                           ✔                           ✔

Main theme 3: Human Rights and Private Enterprise                              November 2                              ✔                           ✔                           ✔                           ✔

Closing Ceremony                                                                                           November 2                              ✔                           ✔                           ✔                           ✔

Date English spanish French arabic

sImultanEOus tRanslatIOn 

I N F O R M A T I O N
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◾ HOW TO REGISTER?
❱ Online registrations in the Istanbul congress section on the UIA Website:

www.uianet.org
❱ Paper registration: Kindly complete the enclosed registration form – please

write your surname and first name(s) in capital letters. Please send the duly
filled and signed form by courier, fax or email to the:

unIOn IntERnatIOnalE DEs avOcats
25, rue du Jour

75001 paris - France
tel: +33 1 44 88 55 66
Fax: +33 1 44 88 55 77

Email: uiacentre@uianet.org

◾ REGISTRATION FEES
A confirmation by email will be sent by the UIA for each registration received
with the full payment of registration fees. 
In the event you do not receive our emails, please contact us to find out the
status of your registration.

The registration fees cover the following*:

❱ Opening Ceremony and Welcome Cocktail at the Swissôtel The
Bosphorus, on October 30, 2010

❱ Informal reception at Binbirdirek (The 1001 Columns Cistern), on October
31, 2010

❱ Closing Ceremony at the Swissôtel The Bosphorus Hotel, on November 2,
2010

❱ Working sessions (Main themes, commissions and working groups),
except for accompanying persons

❱ Lunches and coffee breaks, on October 31, November 1 and 2, 2010, except
for the registration for law students

❱ Return transfers for social activities
❱ Congress briefcase (for congress participants only)
❱ CD-ROM of reports (for congress participants only)
❱ Access to the exhibition area.

all the participants are requested to mention the activities in which they wish to
participate, whether or not they are included in the congress registration fees.

For activities that are not included in the registration fees, no registration
shall be made until the full payment for the concerned activity has been
received.

* Except in the case of one day registrations, for law students or accompanying
persons.

plEasE FIll In OnE REGIstRatIOn FORm pER cOnGREss paRtIcIpant

Your registration shall only be confirmed after the full payment of the registration fees has been received.

❱ uIa mEmbER

Members                                                                                                                                      1 350 Euros                            1 630 Euros                             1 680 Euros

Members – Young lawyers (< 35 years)                                                                                  845 Euros                              1 015 Euros                             1 065 Euros

Members – Emerging countries (as per the UIA list)*                                                       675 Euros                               810 Euros                                 860 Euros

Members – Young lawyers (< 35 years) from emerging countries (as per the UIA list)*     505 Euros                               620 Euros                                 670 Euros

❱ nOn mEmbER

Non Members                                                                                                                            1 690 Euros                            2 025 Euros                             2 075 Euros

Non Members – Young lawyers (< 35 years)                                                                       1 070 Euros                            1 295 Euros                             1 345 Euros

Non Members – Emerging countries (as per the UIA list)*                                              810 Euros                               970 Euros                               1 020 Euros

Non Members – Young lawyers (< 35 years) from emerging countries (as per the UIA list)*   620 Euros                               745 Euros                                 795 Euros

❱ OnE DaY REGIstRatIOn                                                                                                                                               500 Euros

❱ REGIstRatIOn FOR law stuDEnts ** (Access to working sessions only)                                                                   225 Euros

Accompanying person – Adult                                                                                                                                                  450 Euros

Young accompanying person (8 to 18 years)                                                                                                                         225 Euros

(*) The list is available on the UIA Website: www.uianet.org, membership section.

(**) This registration does not provide access to social activities (luncheons and evening functions).

(***) This registration does not provide access to working sessions.

accOmpanYInG pERsOns’ REGIstRatIOn ***

cOnGREss paRtIcIpants – InDIvIDual REGIstRatIOn

G E N E R A L

until July 15, 2010 from July 16 to
september 30, 2010

from October 1,
2010 onwards

catEGORIEs R E G I s t R a t I O n  F E E s
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associated meetings
Most of the commissions and national committees will hold a meeting with their members during the Istanbul congress (the dates and times will
be given in the final programme).

tImE EvEnt vEnuE                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Friday, October 29, 2010
             
  10:00 am - 6:00 pm    UIA Executive Committee meeting, presided by                                                                                                           Istanbul Bar Association
                                        Corrado DE MARTINI and Pascal MAURER (by invitation)

  12:30 pm - 2:00 pm    UIA Executive Committee lunch (by invitation)                                                                                                               Restaurant Cumhuriyet

saturday, October 30, 2010

   9:00 am - 5:00 pm     Registration of participants                                                                                                                                                                                              

   9:00 am - 12:30 am     UIA Governing Board meeting (by invitation)                                                                                                                                                             

  12:30 am - 2:00 pm    UIA Governing Board lunch (by invitation)

   2:00 pm - 4:00 pm     UIA General Assembly                                                                                                                                                                                                       

   6:00 pm - 7:30 pm     Congress opening ceremony                                                                                                                                                                                          

   7:30 pm - 9:00 pm     Welcome reception                                                                                                                                                                                                            

sunday, October 31, 2010

   8:30 am - 5:30 pm     Registration of participants

  9:00 am - 12:30 pm    Main Theme: Markets: A Return to Regulation?
                                        Working sessions of commissions and working groups
                                        International Bar Leaders Senate                                                                                                                                                                                    

  12:30 pm - 2:00 pm    Lunch

   2:00 pm - 5:30 pm     Main Theme (cont’d): Markets: A Return to Regulation?
Working sessions of commissions and working groups
Forum for Africa                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

   5:30 pm - 6:30 pm     Meeting of the Presidents of National Committees                                                                                                                                                   

  8:00 pm - 11:00 pm    Informal reception and cocktail dinner                                                                                                Binbirdirek (The 1001 Columns Cistern)

monday, november 1, 2010

    8:30 am - 5:30 pm     Registration of participants

  9:00 am - 12:30 pm    Main Theme: A Worldwide Code of Ethics?
                                        Working sessions of commissions and working groups

  12:30 pm - 2:00 pm    Lunch                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

   2:00 pm - 5:30 pm     Main Theme (cont’d): A Worldwide Code of Ethics?
                                        Working sessions of commissions and working groups

   5:30 pm - 6:30 pm     Meeting of the Presidents of commissions                                                                                                                                                                  

            Evening              Free                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

tuesday, november 2, 2010

   8:30 am - 3:00 pm     Registration of participants

  9:00 am - 12:30 pm    Main Theme: Human Rights and Private Enterprise
                                        Working sessions of commissions and working groups

  12:30 pm - 2:00 pm    Lunch                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

   2:00 pm - 5:30 pm     Main Theme (cont’d): Human Rights and Private Enterprise
                                        Working sessions of commissions and working groups

   5:45 pm - 7:15 pm     Closing ceremony                                                                                                                                                                                                               

            8:30 pm              Gala dinner                                                                                                                                                             Çiragan Palace (Kempinski Hotel)

wednesday, november 3, 2010

   9:30 am - 4:00 pm     General excursion - Cruise with lunch on the Bosphorus

Swissôtel The Bosphorus

Swissôtel The Bosphorus

Swissôtel The Bosphorus

Swissôtel The Bosphorus

I N F O R M A T I O N



         

co-ordinator:                                                                        Jean bRuchER (Brucher et Associés) Luxembourg, Luxembourg

today's worldwide economic crisis, rooted mainly in a banking and financial crisis, has brought to light the limitations of our economic and financial systems and raised the issue
not only of the need for greater regulation and control, but also for calling many aspects of our behaviour into question.

two years after the 2008 crash, can we believe that states, legislators and financial authorities – national, European and international – have taken regulatory and control measures
that promote a more balanced growth of our financial, economic and social environment?

morning session

afternoon session

1. the financial crisis - consequences, challenges and new ideas

2. the consequences of the crisis, the reactions of the population and the
measures taken to counter the effects of the crisis in the past, in the present
and in the future: 
- the financial crisis in the us and the necessary regulatory changes
- how chinese legislator and chinese supreme court are facing the economic

crisis
- an overview of brazil post crisis
- the global financial crisis: how the regulatory regime insulated India
- the exemplary resilience of turkey in the global financial crisis

Yves mERsch, Governor of the Banque Centrale du Luxembourg, Luxembourg

louis F. buRKE (Louis F. Burke PC) New York, NY, United States
Olivier lEFEbuRE (UGGC et Associés) Paris, France

Durval nOROnha GOYOs (Noronha Advogados) São Paulo, Brazil
amal K. GanGulI (Supreme Court of India) New Delhi, India
Dr Riza KaDIlaR (NATIXIS Pramex Turkey) Istanbul, Turkey

sub-thEmEs                                                                                                               spEaKERs

The afternoon session will be devoted to the presentation of the reports of
the following 4 commissions:
- The Banking Law commission will deal with the following topic: coping
with the challenge of strengthening the framework of liquidity risk management
and banking supervision.

- legislative reforms as the results of the financial crisis.
- aftermath: financial legislative reform plans and reality to date.
- The Tax Law commission will deal with the following topic: attack against
tax evasion and freedom of business decision.

- The Competition Law commission will deal with the following topic: state
aid as means for market regulation. Experiences from the financial/economic
crisis.

- The Financial Services commission will deal with the following topic: the
new regulation concerning financial markets and their supervision authorities.

The reports mentioned above will not lead to an ex cathedra presentation,
but will be commented by the audience during a debate between the
speakers. The debate will be moderated during a roundtable which should
last 120 minutes.

- Synthesis and brainstorming: From 2008 to 2010, illusions or changes?

leonard tOEnZ (Altenburger Ltd Legal + Tax) Kuesnacht, Switzerland

Jean-Jacques bataIllOn (Bataillon & Associés) Paris, France

martina maIER (Howrey LLP) Brussels, Belgium

silvestre tanDEau DE maRsac (SCP Fischer, Tandeau de Marsac, Sur & Associés) Paris,
France

James GREnnan (A & L Goodbody) Dublin, Ireland

andré bRuYnEEl, Emeritus professor at the Brussels University, Rhode-Saint-Genèse,
Belgium

sub-thEmEs                                                                                                               spEaKERs

maIn thEmE 1
maRKEts: a REtuRn tO REGulatIOn?

S C I E N T I F I C  
sunDaY, OctObER 31, 2010 ❱ 9:00 am-12:30 pm / 2:00 pm-5:30 pm ❱ swIssôtEl thE bOsphORus

12 In order to register, please fill in
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Room 1 – Neuchâtel



Vice-President of the Senate:
Jean-marie buRGubuRu (Gide Loyrette Nouel AARPI) Past President of the Paris Bar, Paris, France

Secretary General of the Senate:
huguette anDRE-cOREt, Soisy-sur-Seine, France

Formed in 1994 in Athens, the International Bar Leaders Senate, a consultative body of the Union Internationale des Avocats (UIA - International Association of Lawyers),
will hold its 17th meeting in Istanbul. It organises discussions among UIA officers and bar leaders in order to enable them to compare their views of the legal profession, its
fundamental principles, professional ethics and international developments in the practice of law.

In October 2009 in Seville, we tried the approach of a single international code of ethics for the legal profession based on our shared values.

We shall be meeting in Paris in June 2010 on the occasion of the Bicentenary celebrations of the re-establishment of the Bar, organised by the Paris Bar, at which we will be
initiating a series of discussions on the subject of “Lawyers in today’s world”, examining the issue of Lawyers and Globalisation in the first part of the series.

At the Istanbul congress, following our discussions, we shall broach the second part of this subject, Lawyers and the Environment, against the background of the impact of
new technologies.

Come and join us in large numbers on the occasion of this edition of the Senate! 
As was the case in Seville, in Paris too, our speakers will be there to initiate the discussions but the floor will be yours.

President of the Forum:
corrado DE maRtInI (Studio Legale De Martini) Rome, Italy

The UIA will be holding the second edition of its Forum for Africa in Istanbul. 

Devoted to the specific challenges the profession faces on the African continent, this event will bring bar associations and lawyers together in their shared concern for
finding solutions to issues fundamental to the profession, such as those broached during the last session: The role and independence of lawyers in Africa and
The consequences of desertification on the continent.

The new edition will focus on a crucial and much debated subject, in continuation of the work carried out by the Forum last year:
“strengths and weaknesses of the profession in africa: what are the challenges to be faced?”

This analysis will enable us to identify the five priority challenges the profession faces in Africa and to develop methods to deal with them so as to offer African lawyers
practical tools for practicing their profession.

The meeting will take the form of a forum for discussion and dialogue for our African members and participants. Those wishful of taking part and getting involved in this
event are requested to contact the UIA.

IntERnatIOnal baR lEaDERs sEnatE

sunDaY, OctObER 31, 2010 ❱ 2:00 pm-5:30 pm ❱ swIssôtEl thE bOsphORus

FORum FOR aFRIca

 P R O G R A M M E
             sunDaY, OctObER 31, 2010 ❱ 9:00 am-12:30 pm ❱ swIssôtEl thE bOsphORus
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Room 2 – Genève

Room 2 – Genève



sunDaY, OctObER 31, 2010 ❱ 9:00 am-12:30 pm ❱ swIssôtEl thE bOsphORus

14 In order to register, please fill in
the attached forms or register online www.uianet.org

hEalth law /
InsuRancE law

▶ medical liability and insurances
- Medical liability and insurance in Norway: A radical project and its results 
- Medical liability and insurance in Morocco
- Medical liability and insurance in Cameroon
- Medical liability and insurance in Japan
- Mandatory health insurance
- The situation in France: Compulsory insurance and extrajudicial settlement
- Legal medical liability system under Romanian law
- Changes in medical liability jurisprudence in France over the last 15 years

THEMESSESSIONS
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FamIlY law

▶ new tendencies in family law

Ro
om

4 
– 
Be

rn

IntERnatIOnal
aRbItRatIOn

▶ Oral advocacy and witness evidence
A panel of distinguished arbitration practitioners will discuss the role of
oral advocacy and witness evidence in an international arbitration,
including how this differs from litigation before national courts.  The
session will include mock cross-examinations of fact and expert
witnesses.
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– 
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cOntRact 
law

▶ civil law vs. common law - what is best for drafting a contract
This session will look at the perennial issue of which legal system is best
when it comes to drafting a contract. 
Issues which will be considered include:
- Do civil law lawyers appreciate the importance of case law when it

comes to contract drafting?

- Should Common law lawyers seek to exclude the CISG if they do not
understand it?

- Does the standard severability clause expose clients to unanticipated
risks?

- To what extent will the courts intervene to make a contract for the
parties?          

Ro
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– 
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ImmIGRatIOn
law 
anD 
natIOnalItY

▶ Immigration compliance initiatives across the globe

session organised jointly with the aba-sIl
(american bar association – section of International law).

As business globalizes, immigration largely remains in the realm of
national law. Differing national laws, regulations and procedures challenge
small and medium-sized enterprises, law firms and multinational
corporations desiring to send personnel on short-term or long-term
international assignments. Additionally, national laws and procedures may
change frequently and with no notice.  

Recently many governments, concerned about security and the protection
of the domestic labour market, are emphasizing compliance.  New
legislation is being enacted to punish employers for violations of
immigration laws. Some governments have adopted processes that shift the

burden of administration to companies from governments.  Enforcement is
growing and takes the form of site inspections, a new willingness to turn
away applicants at borders and the increasing use of audits. 

Immigration compliance is becoming more difficult as the consequences
for non compliance become more serious for employers. Once of interest
only to specialists and human resource managers, immigration
compliance now should be considered by business and employment
lawyers, corporate counsels and lawyers advising small and large
companies and NGOs, who seek to move employees across borders.  

Please join us as lawyers from various jurisdictions to discuss obstacles to
immigration compliance faced by companies and strategies that they can
follow. Have we reached the limits of national regulation and is there a
need for more regional or multinational agreements? What progress is
being made in the global discussions on labor migration held under the
auspices of the United Nations?

Ro
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– 
M
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busInEss 
anD 
human RIGhts

▶ sustainability and competitiveness: anticipating the future of csR
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has the potential to contribute to
various common goals, such as social cohesion, economic
competitiveness and a more rational use of natural resources.
Lawyers have a particular interest in the links between CSR and
competitiveness, that exist both at the micro-level of individual

enterprises, and at the systemic level of sectors and regional/national
economies.
This session offers an analysis of how CSR can contribute to
competitiveness, being integrated into business strategy and purpose in
order to become an effective competitive differentiator.
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health law
Jérôme caYOl
(Cayol, Cahen & Associés)
Paris, France

Insurance law
Françoise hEcQuEt
(SCP Preel Hequet Payet – Godel)
Paris, France

mohamed lahkim bEnnanI (Bennani-Idrissi Avocats) Fez, Morocco
Jérôme caYOl (Cayol, Cahen & Associés) Paris, France
marie-Dominique FlOuZat-auba (Cabinet Flouzat-Auba) Paris,
France
Françoise hEcQuEt (SCP Preel Hequet Payet – Godel) Paris, France
supermann n'Gann (SCPA N'Gann & Ndjah) Yaoundé, Cameroon
Gunnar nERDRum (Nerdrum Law Office) Tromso, Norway

Fahd OuaZZanI chahDI (Cabinet Maître Fahd Ouazzani Chahdi)
Fez, Morocco
Jim RObInsOn (Best Hooper Solicitor) Melbourne, Australia
marinka schIllInGs (Loyens Loeff) Paris, France
cristiana-Irimel stOIca (Stoica & Asociatii) Bucharest, Romania
shigeki taKahashI (Hamani-Takahashi Law Offices) Tokyo, Japan

PRESIDENTS SPEAKERS

luis ZaRRaluQuI navaRRO
(Zarraluqui Abogados de Familia)
Madrid, Spain

Giulia FacchInI (Giulia Facchini) Turin, Italy
alfonso hORnO GOnZalEZ (Jurisconsultos Abogados) Saragossa,
Spain
angel maria JunQuERa sEpÚlvEDa (Junquera Sepúlveda y
Forcada Abogados, S.C.) Mexico City, Mexico
paulo lIns E sIlva (Paulo Lins e Silva - Advogados e Consultores
de Familia) Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
nelina maRtIns, Paris, France
carmen mEZa-InGaR (Meza Ingar Abogados) Lima, Peru

José paJaREs EchEvERRÍa (Pajares & Asociados Abogados desde
1958, S.L) Saragossa, Spain
biljana RaDulOvIĆ (Bar Association of Republika Srpska)
Bijeljina, Republika Srpska
alberto ROmÁn palEncIa (Román Abogados) Mexico City,
Mexico
sophie tOuGnE (Cabinet de Maître Sophie Tougne) Paris, France
luis ZaRRaluQuI navaRRO (Zarraluqui Abogados de Familia)
Madrid, Spain

peter tuRnER
(Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer)
Paris, France

andrea caRlEvaRIs (Bonelli, Erede Pappalardo Studio Legale)
Rome, Italy
Xavier FavRE-bullE (Lenz & Staehelin) Geneva, Switzerland
Félix José mOntERO muRIEl (Perez-Llorca) Madrid, Spain
patricia pEtERsOn (Linklaters) Paris, France
peter tuRnER (Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer) Paris, France

steven sIDKIn
(Fox Williams LLP)
London, United Kingdom

nathalie sInavOnG (Cabinet Marccus Partners) Paris, France
leslie K. l. thIElE (Whiteman Osterman & Hanna LLP) Albany, NY,
United States

Ellen YOst
(Fragomen, Del Rey, Bernsen &
Loewy, LLP)
New York, NY, United States

shalini aGaRwal (Almt Legal) Mumbai, India
nikolaos aRGYRIOu (Nikolaos Argyriou & Katerina Argyriou &
Georgios Didikas Law Practice) Thessaloniki, Greece
Elisabeth auERbachER (Cabinet Auerbacher) Saint-Ouen, France
Jacqueline Rose baRt (Bart & Associates) Toronto, Canada
Gabrielle bucKlEY (Vedder Price PC) Chicago, IL, United States
laura DEvInE (Laura Devine Solicitors) London, United Kingdom 
hugues lanGlaIs (Hugues Langlais Law Firm) Montreal, Canada
Karin lEstEllE (Fragomen, Del Rey, Bernsen & Loewy, LLP) New
York, NY, United States
mark mancInI (Wasserman, Mancini and Chang, P.C.)
Washington, D.C., United States
Olufemi sunmOnu (Femi Sunmonu & Associates Solicitors) Kano,
Nigeria
Karl wahEED (Karl Waheed Cabinet d'Avocats) Paris, France

michela cOcchI
(Studio Legale avv. Michela
Cocchi)
Bologna, Italy

mary-Daphné FIshElsOn (SCP Lefèvre, Pelletier et Associés)           
Paris, France
majed m. GaROub (The Law Firm of Majed M. Garoub) Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia
Julie GOFFIn (Chibane-Soetaert-Goffin) Brussels, Belgium

leslie K. l. thIElE (Whiteman Osterman & Hanna LLP) Albany, NY,
United States
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aRt law

▶ art of the ancient world
The protection of cultural property, the market, the museums, the
international law, the role of lawyers.
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(continued)

▶ new tendencies in family law
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▶ criminal lawyers and the press
Who can speak, what can be said, what effect does it have, how can
confidentiality be protected, and what good is it all to the client?
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▶ pricing, ethics and fair competition
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▶ Executives vs. employees
We will touch on issues relating to supervisors and executives. Are they
employees? Do they have employment protection rights? Can they
(rather than, or as well as, their employer) be personally responsible for
their own defaults or the defaults of others? What is their position in
terms of works councils? 

Can they be members of a trade union? Can they be part of the
bargaining unit?
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sub-cOmmIttEE

The sub-committee devoted to training lawyers was created in 2008, on
the occasion of the 52nd UIA congress held in Bucharest.

Created with the support of the Vizcaya Bar (Bilbao-Spain), this sub-
committee is open to all UIA members (individuals and collective) who
are interested in this training session and are ready to participate in
preparing specific training sessions. 

We invite you to join us and to participate in the activities of the sub-
committee.
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co-ordinator:                                                                        michel bEnIchOu, President of the European Bars Federation (FBE), Grenoble, France

towards a single international code of ethics? 

the financial crisis has taught us that the real value addition of lawyers lies in their moral rules of conduct – their code of ethics. 

Indeed, unlike other professions, these rules protected us from getting tarnished by the crisis and taken to task by the media. like the majority of the world's population, we too
suffered the consequences of the crisis – one that was imposed and imagined by others. 

the code of ethics – our moral code – is therefore the very core of our profession, whatever the country concerned is and, whatever the area of activity is. 

but, in the face of the rise of globalisation – i.e. the supply and demand of products and services without limitations and across borders – we were unable to put forward and highlight
these moral rules, which ensure that the legal profession cannot be mistaken for mere traders of legal services. 

the reason that we have not been able to highlight the code of ethics – which protects clients and guarantees that they are dealing with a proper profession that stands by its duties
to its clients and puts them before commercial gains – is because our code of ethics is divided, fragmented and limited to single countries, whereas the market is a global one today.

markets know nothing of morals. they neither detest them, nor do they seek them. It is a world without morals that we have to deal with. and lawyers have to make up for it. to do
so, we need to look for common points in our respective codes of ethics so as to draft a list and, together, adopt the fundamental moral principles that are at the heart of our work.

Finally, irrespective of the country, culture or religion, the same moral principles that founded humanity can be found everywhere. would we then be incapable of putting together
our principles and coming up with a shared list – a truly international code of ethics – though we have the same yearning for justice, the same desire to advise and defend humanity? 

It would send out a strong image of the legal profession and strengthen the idea of a united profession that stands as a guarantee for the law and for the freedoms human beings enjoy. 

that is the objective of the task to be addressed on this day, which should enable us to envisage and openly discuss our common principles as well as our differences, if any. because
differences also can make a valuable contribution and enable us to move forward. 

I therefore invite you to take part in the Istanbul congress and follow the discussions on this subject.

maIn thEmE 2
a wORlDwIDE cODE OF EthIcs?
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mERGERs anD
acQuIsItIOns 

▶ acquiring regulated businesses: mergers and acquisitions and
competition law perspectives

Acquisitions of regulated business, practical issues and solutions
surrounding delays in regulatory authority/competition authority
approval, warranties and indemnities and methods of acquiring. 

▶ specific antitrust and merger control issues 
- Admissibility of conduct of business clauses.
- Condition precedent and allocation of risk amongst the parties in case

of probable commitments because of merger control requirements.

- Merger control proceedings in case of public bids/reconciliation of
merger control law and take over law.

- Specific questions of non-competitive clauses (for example whether
they are admissible also in case of non-controlling interest, etc.) 

- Drafting contracts in regulated industries (role of regulator, for example
energy or telecoms) in merger control proceedings (rights of
intervention, right to be heard and information exchange between
regulator and competition authority).
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▶ Generational change: handing and taking over
First generation law firms find the handing-over process to the next
generation difficult, both in terms of handing-over recurrent clients as
well as in terms of the firm’s management.
This often leads to such firms dying-out, often due to the younger
associates’ uncertainties about their future.

The problem is not only that of communication, but above all of the lack
of advance preparation – i.e., getting ready to reduce one’s own activities
and accepting the gradual change-over to a younger management.
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▶ Employment disputes in mediation
Employment litigation can be very time and cost-consuming and there
are many cases where both parties cannot be satisfied with the outcome.
Unlike most other areas of business law, personal relationships between
the parties play a significant role when it comes to strategic and legal
decisions. The commissions will identify situations where mediation is an
option to resolve employment legal disputes. 

They will also hold a moot court trial in order to prove that mediation
does work in practice, i.e. that it can produce win-win situations.
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▶ water as a commodity for foreign investment
Water is more and more a commodity. Having in mind that this UIA
congress shall be held in a Middle East country the subject of the
commission working session will be “Water as a commodity for foreign
investment”. Among other topics we shall deal with: 
- Access to water market and investments limits in key infrastructures:

Latin America, in particular Brazil; Africa, in particular Kenya and Asia,
in particular India. 

- PPP (Public-Private Partnership) aspects, public tender procedures. 
- International instruments to regulate the water sector: London Protocol. 
- The French business model of the water market. 
- Turkish foreign investment experience in the water business.
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▶ the rights of the arrested person
The commission proposes to present the main rights of arrested persons,
through a comparison of national legislations, in order to initiate
exchanges with the participants on the following subjects:
- Arbitrary arrest and the legality of arrests: The emphasis will be laid, in

particular, on the issue of the disappearance of persons following their
arrests by police or military authorities in certain countries.

- The issue of the legality of arrests in the high seas, currently practiced

off-shore in Somalia will also be envisaged.
- Access to lawyers for arrested persons (depending on the countries –

the time a lawyer intervenes, prerogatives, etc.).
- Prevention of torture and inhuman and degrading treatment in the

place where the arrested person is detained.
- Conciliation of the presumption of innocence and an arrest.
- Legal specificities of the arrest of prisoners of war, protected persons

over 18, minors and illegal travellers.
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▶ protection of assets: trust and fiduciary concepts
- Consequences of property transfer for the creditors of the settler.
- Examples for real estate and financial assets.
- Taxation of property transfer.
- Property transfer and "ordre public".

- The lawyer as trustee or fiduciary.
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▶the impact of national laws on the international exploitation of
intellectual property

Speakers will explain an aspect of their national law that affects others
wishing to exploit or protect their intellectual property when coming to that
country. We will then review whether there are common themes that emerge
based in commerce, culture or politics.
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▶ megalitigation
Many experts predict that a result of the world economic crisis will be
the accelerated growth of "megalitigation" - complex (and often ruthless)
proceedings involving huge claims of damages, vast documentation and
multiple parties. The panel of judges, lawyers and academics will review
recent "megalitigation" judgments and case management procedures

under both the common law and civil code systems, with the emphasis
being on practical advice, « traps for young players » and criminal law-
related issues (e.g. allegations of fraud or destruction of documents)
which often arise in this kind of litigation.
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▶ the Rotterdam rules
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▶ partners’ compensation
How does partners’ compensation work in law firms from different
countries? This is a controversial and often tricky issue to address
because most law firms have difficulties in defining the most appropriate
and fair remuneration to each partner level. For these firms to have a
high-level view of the current situation, joint efforts are required for an

analysis of the guidelines prevailing in each country and firm. What can
associate lawyers expect in terms of compensation as partners?
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▶ sport contracts and transfers: labour, tax and social security aspects
Sports have experienced a serious evolution not only in technical and
technological terms, but also on its legal implications. In what concerns to
labor law, an answer is required on how to harmonize the general rules
applicable on labor contracts with sports contracts and its specificities,
notably when it comes to contracts entered into young practitioners. From a
tax and social security perspective it is necessary to analyze the efficiency of
the applicable rules on these matters taking into consideration the mobility
of the sports practitioners.
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▶ show me the money! 
International claims collection and enforcement of payment orders

During this year’s session we will study various issues regarding the cross-
border collection of monetary claims. Fast and efficient recovery of
outstanding debts is of great importance for economic operators in periods
of economic turmoil. Late payments constitute a major reason for
insolvency threatening the survival of businesses, and therefore many states
are trying to tackle this issue by implementing new legislation. 

Also on a transnational level, initiatives are taken to simplify the recognition
and enforcement of foreign payment orders. The question is whether all
these initiatives are indeed effective. 

On the basis of the commission’s traditional case study we will have an
interactive discussion with the audience to compare and contrast the
different regimes around the world, and discuss the best strategy to recover
outstanding debts abroad.
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▶ the rights of the arrested person
The commission proposes to present the main rights of arrested persons,
through a comparison of national legislations, in order to initiate
exchanges with the participants on the following subjects:
- Arbitrary arrest and the legality of arrests: The emphasis will be laid, in

particular, on the issue of the disappearance of persons following their
arrests by police or military authorities in certain countries.

- The issue of the legality of arrests in the high seas, currently practiced

off-shore in Somalia will also be envisaged.
- Access to lawyers for arrested persons (depending on the countries –

the time a lawyer intervenes, prerogatives, etc.)
- Prevention of torture and inhuman and degrading treatment in the

place where the arrested person is detained.
- Conciliation of the presumption of innocence and an arrest.
- Legal specificities of the arrest of prisoners of war, protected persons

over 18, minors and illegal travellers.
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▶ political and economical powers and the control of social
communication
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▶ climate change after copenhagen
The Kyoto Protocol regime is to end by 2012. The Copenhagen summit
was expected to give as a result the "post Kyoto" regulation that would
have guaranteed a coordinated worldwide action on the fight against
climate change. However, the outcome of Copenhagen, the
"Copenhagen Accord", has not met these expectations. 

During the session, the new situation after the Copenhagen Accord will
be discussed, taking into consideration that the next conference of the
parties (COP 16) will be held in Mexico very soon thereafter. Issues such
as the role of the developed and developing countries, as well as the
mechanisms for a larger carbon market, will be discussed.
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▶ Real estate contract negotiations: the role of lawyers
Introduction: Impact of the crisis: New methods, new contents.
- Negotiation of contract signing.
- Negotiation of contract execution.

- Negotiation of studies’ contracts (architects, research and design firms,
etc.).

- Negotiation of urban development contracts.
- Negotiation of corporate contracts.
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Lisbon, Portugal

benjamin bEabEY (Farrer & Co) London, United Kingdom
michela cOcchI (Studio Legale Avv. Michela Cocchi) Bologna,
Italy
Jean-Yves DupEuX (SCP Lussan Brouillaud) Paris, France

Rafael lucas pIREs (Serra Lopes, Cortes Martins & Associados)
Lisbon, Portugal
Francisco pImEntEl (JPAB - José Pedro Aguilar-Branco &
Asociados) Lisbon, Portugal

carlos DE mIGuEl pERalEs
(Uría & Menéndez)
Madrid, Spain

Jean-patrick DElmOttE (Granrut Avocats) Paris, France
tunay GuRsEll (Gursell & Gursell Avukatlik Burosu) Istanbul,
Turkey
Olufemi sunmOnu (Femi Sunmonu & Associates Solicitors) Kano,
Nigeria
Jan van DE vEnIs (Justlaw) Amsterdam, Netherlands

Douglas F. wElEbIR (Welebir & McCuen) Redlands, CA, United
States

michel huEt
(Cabinet Michel Huet)
Paris, France

François lastEllE (Viviani & Lastelle) Nice, France
José antonio pÉREZ bREva (J&A Garrigues, S.L.P) Barcelona, Spain
pierre vIvIanI (Viviani & Lastelle) Nice, France
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29, rue de Trévise
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t. +33 1 44 83 66 72
E. cvasseur@lexposia.com
w. www.culturedroit.com

❱ Getting the Deal through
Christopher Conaghan
87 Lancaster Road
London W11 1QQ
United Kingdom
t. +44 20 7908 1178
F. +44 20 7229 6910
E. Christopher.Conaghan@LBResearch.com

❱ Iberian lawyer
Mari Cruz Taboada
Editorial Manager/ Director of
Development
C/ Lagasca nº 138
28006 Madrid - Spain
t. +34 91 563 3691 (Ext.10)
F. +34 91 563 3702
E. maricruz.taboada@iberianlegalgroup.com
w. www.iberianlawyer.com

❱ legal today
Mercedes Garcia Quintas
News Editor of the Thomson-
Reuters-Aranzadi judicial portal 
Camino de Galar 15,
31190 Cizur Menor (Navarre) 
Spain
t. +34 64 98 90 543
E. mercedes.garciaquintas@legaltoday.com
w. www.legaltoday.com

❱ village de la Justice
Christophe Albert
Community Manager 
17, rue de Seine
92100 Boulogne-Billancourt
France
t. +33 1 70 71 53 80
F. +33 1 73 72 09 25
E. accueil@village-justice.com
w. www.village-justice.com
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The Union Internationale des Avocats would like to thank 
the following for all the support offered in promoting the congress:



companies are growing increasingly aware of their responsibilities vis-à-vis the respect of human rights and several of them have already instituted mechanisms enabling it to be taken
into account. but what does respecting human rights really mean for a company? what risks does it run if it fails to respect them? what measures can or should it take, either internally,
with reference to its staff, or externally, vis-à-vis its co-contracting parties?  how can performance and ethical requirements be reconciled?

co-ordinator:                                                                        leslie K. l. thIElE (Whiteman Osterman & Hanna LLP) Albany, NY, United States

morning session

maIn thEmE 3
human RIGhts anD pRIvatE EntERpRIsE

afternoon session                  

1. Overview and introduction of theme
What obligations do businesses have to respect human rights? For a
corporation, where does the motivation for observance of human rights
come from? How do human rights considerations affect business
operations?  

2. human rights and the international corporation
A. Corporate Social Responsibility:

Impact for the 21st Century.
B. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) challenges for consumer goods

companies in foreign sourcing: experiences of US footwear and apparel
companies.

C. Human rights and international corporations: Codes of ethics and trust. 

3. human Rights and protection of the environment
A. Case law of the European Court on Human Rights.
B. Public-private partnerships to achieve the millennium development

goals.
C. Climate change and human rights.

leslie K. l. thIElE (Whiteman Osterman & Hanna LLP) Albany, NY, United States

pedro l. YÚFERa, President of the Barcelona Bar, Barcelona, Spain
Ramón mullERat (KPMG Avocats) Barcelona, Spain
bruce lanDaY (Landay & Leblang) Boston, MA, United States

mehmet caGRI baGatuR (Ph. D., Bagatur Law Office) Istanbul, Turkey

carlos DE mIGuEl pERalEs (Uría & Menéndez) Madrid, Spain
tineke lambOOY (Utrecht University, Nyenrode Business University) Amsterdam, 
Netherlands
Jan van DE vEnIs (Stand Up for Your Rights) Amsterdam, Netherlands

sub-thEmEs                                                                                                               spEaKERs

4. human rights and overseas investment
A. Can the respect for human rights encourage foreign direct investment?
B. Protection of the rights of indigenous people and the interests of

multinationals in Colombia.
C. Protection of the rights of indigenous people and the interests of

multinationals in Brazil.

5. human rights and internal corporate operations
A. Corporate obligations to protect the health & welfare of domestic

employees.
B. Human rights and the expectations of corporate shareholders.
C. Antitrust proceedings: Human rights doctrines and protection of the

rights of corporate entities. 

6. conclusion and discussion

pedro paIs DE almEIDa (Abreu Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal
miguel tORREs blÁnQuEZ (Ebame & Associats) Barcelona, Spain

Eduardo lorenzetti maRQuEs (Campedelli, Marques e Zarif Advogados Associados) São
Paulo, Brazil

mary-Daphné FIshElsOn (SCP Lefèvre, Pelletier et Associés) Paris, France

michela cOcchI (Studio Legale Avv. Michela Cocchi) Bologna, Italy
sonia maRQuEs DÖblER (Sonia Marques Döbler Advogados) São Paulo, Brazil
aleksander stawIcKI (Wierciński, Kwieciński, Baehr Sp.k.) Poznan, Poland
adrian maGnus (Berwin Leighton Paisner LLP) London, United Kingdom

sub-thEmEs                                                                                                               spEaKERs

tuEsDaY, nOvEmbER 2, 2010 ❱ 9:00 am-12:30 pm / 2:00 pm-5:30 pm ❱ swIssôtEl thE bOsphORus
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THEMESSESSIONS

banKInG
law / 
cORpORatE 
law

▶ call and put options: advantages and pitfalls

Ro
om

2 
– 
G
en

èv
e

IntERnatIOnal
cRImInal
DEFEncE

▶ Defence of the accused and legal representation of victims before the
Icc: entirely free and independent in performing their duties or under
the threat of being institutionalized? 

- Admission to the list of counsel
- Appointment of counsel

- Exercising the legal assistance
- Fees
- Office of Public Counsel for Victims
- Office of Public Counsel for the Defence

Ro
om

3 
- L

uz
er
ne

IntERnatIOnal
nEGOtIatIOn
FOR lawYERs

▶ the role of the lawyer as a negotiator.
Focus on the relationship between the lawyer and his client in
relation with the negotiation process, whenever a lawyer is involved
in the negotiating team or when he represents his clients.
to identify and understand where the limitations are and also the
applicable legal framework that the lawyer has to deal with in those
different jurisdictions.
Different negotiation styles: how the lawyer deals with the most
sophisticated negotiation techniques. principled and distributive
negotiation approaches.

Some of the questions that we would like to discuss are:
- Does a lawyer need a specific and written mandate to negotiate?

- Which are the applicable rules in different law systems and how do
they interact with the role of the lawyer as a negotiator?

- Are there specific limitations in these different law systems?
- Are there limits concerning the lawyer as a negotiator?
- Which are the practical challenges and opportunities of the lawyer

within the negotiation process?
- Which rules have to be respected by the negotiating lawyer with regard

to confidentiality and conflict of interest?

sub-topic
How should the lawyer prepare the client for the negotiation and explore
the better alternatives and solutions, without losing his focus on the
business purpose?

Ro
om

4 
– 
Be

rn

pROtEctIOn OF
pERsOnal Data
anD RIGhts 
OF thE DIGItal
pERsOn

▶ property and protection of personal data
The cloud computing, Web 2.0, Web 3.0, social networking: Our
personal data is here, there and everywhere.
Do we own our personal data? How to protect our personal data? Delete
and forget: what about the right to oblivion?

Ro
om

5 
– 
M
on

tr
eu

x

cOmpEtItIOn
law

▶ new developments in vertical restraints
- The new vertical block exemption regulation: 

- Overview of changes
- Implication on Internet business, online sales
- First practical experiences

- Vertical competition regulations in Central America.
- When vertical restraints become “hard core” and why extension of

leniency programmes to verticals is necessary, experiences from the
retailer investigation.

▶ private enforcement: specific questions in antitrust matters
- Calculation of damage in private enforcement proceedings - new study of

the European Commission "Quantifying Antitrust Damages".
- Case study: Private enforcement in the US and one or several European

countries - a comparison and what the world may learn/avoid.

Ro
om

6 
– 
La
us
an

ne

bIO-
tEchnOlOGY
law

▶ medically assisted reproduction and the future of maternity/paternity
Problems arising from evolution of biotechnologies: prenatal questions,
especially those concerning maternity/paternity; biological background;
ethical considerations; legal aspects...

Ro
om

7 
– 
M
ön

ch

aDmInIstRatIvE
law

▶the constitutional review by administrative courts

Ro
om

8 
– 
M
on

t B
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nc
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banking law 
patricia lOpEZ auFRanc
(Marval, O'Farrell & Mairal)
Buenos Aires, Argentina

corporate law 
Judit buDaI
(Szecskay Attorneys at Law)
Budapest, Hungary

michal baRlOwsKI (Wardynski and Partners) Warsaw, Poland
Judit buDaI (Szecskay Attorneys at Law) Budapest, Hungary
Dominique chRIstIn (Bianchi Carnicé Christin & De Coulon
Avocats) Geneva, Switzerland
peter FEYl (Schoenherr) Vienna, Austria
marc FYOn (Stibbe) Brussels, Belgium
thomas GOOssEns (BCCC Avocats) Geneva, Switzerland
stephan KOEnIG (Oppenhoff & Partner Rechtsanwälte) Cologne,
Germany
patricia lÓpEZ auFRanc (Marval, O'Farrell & Mairal) Buenos
Aires, Argentina

Delos n. luttOn (Reinhart, Boerner, Van Deuren S.C.) Milwaukee,
WI, United States
Jorge maRtÍ mOREnO (Uría Menéndez Abogados, S.L.P) Valencia,
Spain
cristiana-Irinel stOIca (Stoica & Asociatii) Bucharest, Romania
Zdravka uGRInOva (Djingov, Gouginski, Kyutchukov & Velichkov)
Sofia, Bulgaria
thomas uRlachER (Gide Loyrette Nouel AARPI) Paris, France

pascal vanDERvEEREn
(Vanderveeren & Associés)
Brussels, Belgium

Julie GOFFIn (Chibane-Soetaert-Goffin) Brussels, Belgium
pascal vanDERvEEREn (Vanderveeren & Associés) Brussels,
Belgium

Daniela DI FRancIa
(Studio Legale Di Francia)
Bologna, Italy

michael bRauch (SKW Schwarz Rechtsanwälte) Munich,
Germany
Ignacio cORbERa DalE (J&A Garrigues S.L.P) Barcelona, Spain
selçuk DEmIRbulaK (Istanbul Bar Association) Istanbul, Turkey
Daniela DI FRancIa (Studio Legale Di Francia) Bologna, Italy
Jorge lEÃO (Jorge Leão Advogados) Oporto, Portugal
bénédicte QuEREnEt-hahn (GGV Grutmacher Gravert Viegener)
Paris, France
martin wIEbEcKE (Anwaltsbüro Wiebecke) Küsnacht, Switzerland

alain bEnsOussan
(Alain Bensoussan Selas)
Paris, France

alain bEnsOussan (Alain Bensoussan Selas) Paris, France
virginie bEnsOussan bRulÉ (Alain Bensoussan Avocats) Issy-les-
Moulineaux, France
Elisabeth thOlE (Van Doorne) Amsterdam, Netherlands

astrid ablassER-nEuhubER
(bpv Hügel Rechtsanwälte OG)
Vienna, Austria

astrid ablassER-nEuhubER (bpv Hügel Rechtsanwälte OG)
Vienna, Austria
helmut bROKElmann (Howrey/Martínez Lage S.L.) Madrid,
Spain
luis pablo cObaR (Firma de Abogados) Guatemala City,
Guatemala
Roxann E. hEnRY (Howrey LLP) Washington, D.C., United States
adrian maGnus (Berwin Leighton Paisner LLP) London, United
Kingdom

becket mc GRath (Edwards Angell Palmer & Dodge UK LLP)
London, United Kingdom
Florian nEumaYR (bpv Hügel Rechtsanwälte OG) Vienna, Austria
marcos palma (Firma de Abogados) Guatemala City, Guatemala
Koen plattEau (Olswang LLP) Brussels, Belgium

augusto lOpEs caRDOsO
(Lopes Cardoso Advogados)
Oporto, Portugal

ana-sofia caRvalhO (Universidade Católica Portuguesa - Instituto
de Bioética) Oporto, Portugal
sérgio FERRaZ (Sérgio Ferraz Consultoria Juridica SC) São Paulo,
Brazil

augusto lOpEs caRDOsO (Lopes Cardoso Advogados) Oporto,
Portugal
Oguzlar OZlEm, Istanbul, Turkey

laurent DERuY
(Gide Loyrette Nouel AARPI)
Paris, France

laurent DERuY (Gide Loyrette Nouel AARPI) Paris, France
François mOYsE (Di Stefano, Sedlo & Moyse) Luxembourg,
Luxembourg
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THEMESSESSIONS

IntERnatIOnal
salE 
OF GOODs

▶ how to minimize the risks in contract for international sale?
The UN Convention on the International Sale of Goods (CISG) based on
the worldwide acceptance by lawyers raised with different traditions and
backgrounds, unifying the basic concepts of sales law and adopting a
balanced approach neutral in terms of economic policy, helps to remove
legal barriers in international trade and to promote its development. In
implementing the uniform rules of the CISG in practice, the parties
should adapt it to the background and nature of each particular sales
contract. 

Under the title “How to minimize the risks in contract for international
sale?”, the session will focus on the comparative analysis of the main
practical problems relating to the performance of the contract for
international sale with the aim to provide the optimal solutions to
prevent them.

Ro
om

2 
– 
G
en

èv
e

pROtEctIOn 
OF lawYERs

▶ annual report and update on open cases

▶ training on judicial observation and missions on protection of lawyers
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3 
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banKRuptcY
law

▶ Deontology and ethics in the practice of bankruptcy law

Ro
om

6 
– 
La
us
an

ne

cOmputER 
anD 
tElEcOm-
munIcatIOns
law

▶ cloud computing - how to cope with the legal challenges of new It
service models? 

Cloud computing is praised as being the dominant trend in the IT sector.
Cloud computing refers to a new supplement, consumption and delivery
model for IT services. Customers do no longer own the IT infrastructure,
but rent usage and consume IT resources as a (standardized) service.
Such models bring along particular legal challenges. Issues such as
reliability, control, certainty, security, ubiquity and various other specific

topics need to be addressed differently or more specifically than in
traditional settings. 

The session will explore the particular legal challenges of cloud
computing and the same focus on the presentation, analysis and
discussion of ways to address and solve them.

Ro
om

7 
– 
M
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ch

tORt 
law

▶ alternative Dispute Resolution (aDR) – arbitration/mediation in tort
Disputes (Resolution of matters outside of formal court
proceedings/trials)

- A short introduction of ADR: Why can it be useful? What are the
benefits and shortcomings? Why is it gaining in popularity?

- A plaintiff’s view
- A defence view

- The emerging alternative of ADR as it is, as it is hoped for, as it may
become in Switzerland.

- The use of ADR in Italy.
- Initiating ADR: Selection and powers of the hearing officer,

confidentiality of the process and enforceability of the award.
- The preparation, content and use of the ADR brief.
- Conducting the hearing: Evidence, proof, objections and time

efficiency.

Ro
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– 
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IntERnatIOnal
nEGOtIatIOn
FOR lawYERs 
(continued)

▶ negotiation role-playing simulation
Two teams will be appointed, each one including 2 lawyers. The matter
under discussion/negotiation during the simulation will concern a company
distribution agreement or a licensing agreement concluded between a US
company and a Turkish company.

Ro
om

4 
– 
Be

rn

lItIGatIOn

The section will be split into two parts:

▶ presentation of spectacular cases
Members of the commission will inform you of recent high profile
decisions and will explain backgrounds and interesting aspects of the
most spectacular cases in their home jurisdictions. 

▶ the “destruction/spoliation of evidence”
The destruction of evidence is a global issue. Documents, and in
particular electronic records, are ubiquitous and mushrooming in
volume. Law enforcement investigations in the world are likely to seek
access to such records. To thwart an investigation, including litigation, an
unscrupulous holder of records may want to destroy them. 

Such an unlawful destruction of evidence is known as destruction
“spoliation” or ”obstruction of justice”. The programme will discuss how
various jurisdictions deal with this issue.
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Jelena pEROvIc
(Faculty of Economics, University
of Belgrade)
Belgrade, Serbia

Yesim atamER (Bilgi University Istanbul Law Faculty) Istanbul,
Turkey
nilgun basalp (Bilgi University Istanbul Law Faculty) Istanbul,
Turkey
Fabio bORtOlOttI (Buffa Bortolotti & Mathis) Turin, Italy
marie-christine cImaDEvIlla (Cimadevilla Avocats) Paris, France
Ignacio cORbERa DalE (J&A Garrigues S.L.P) Barcelona, Spain
Erdem ERcÜmEnt (Bilgi University Istanbul Law Faculty) Istanbul,
Turkey

thomas mEYER (Oltmanns, Kandlehard & Büsing, Attorneys at Law)
Bremen, Germany
Jelena pEROvIc (Faculty of Economics, University of Belgrade)
Belgrade, Serbia
burghard pIltZ (Brandi Dröge Piltz Suderow & Gronemeyer)
Gütersloh, Germany
Jean-paul vullIEtY (Lalive & Associés) Geneva, Switzerland
martin wIEbEcKE (Anwaltsbüro Wiebecke) Küsnacht, Switzerland

stéphane bOnIFassI
(Lebray & Associés)
Paris, France

Román ORIa FDEZ. DE munIaÍn
(Oria, Peña, Pajares y Asociados)
Madrid, Spain

Jerome ROth 
(Munger, Tolles & Olson) 
San Francisco, CA, United States

José paJaREs EchEvERRÍa
(Pajares & Asociados Abogados
desde 1958, S.L)
Saragossa, Spain

Elena bustEa (SCPA Bustea - Deheza Associatii) Bucharest,
Romania
Javier DassO (Estudio Ariel a. Dasso) Buenos Aires, Argentina 
José paJaREs EchEvERRÍa (Pajares & Asociados Abogados desde
1958, S.L) Saragossa, Spain

Federico martín pRus (Estudio Jurídico Dr. Prus) Buenos Aires,
Argentina 

mark REuttER
(Walder Wyss & Partners Ltd)
Zurich, Switzerland

thibault Du manOIR DE JuaYE (Cabinet Du Manoir De Juaye)
Paris, France
thomas KRIttER (Kleiner Rechtsanwaëlte) Mannheim, Germany
lars pERhaRD (Wersen & Partners) Stockholm, Sweden
mark REuttER (Walder Wyss & Partners Ltd) Zurich, Switzerland
bradley J. RIchaRDs (Haynes and Boone LLP) Houston, TX,
United States
benoît van asbROEcK (Bird & Bird) Brussels, Belgium

Douglas F. wElEbIR
(Welebir, Tierney & Weck)
Redlands, CA, United States

murray s. lEvIn (Pepper Hamilton LLP) Philadelphia, PA, United
States
Jim RObInsOn (Best Hooper Solicitors) Melbourne, Australia
pierre-Dominique schupp (Rusconi et Associés) Lausanne,
Switzerland
alessia sORGatO (Studio Legale Sorgato) Milan, Italy
Douglas F. wElEbIR (Welebir, Tierney & Weck) Redlands, CA,
United States

Daniela DI FRancIa
(Studio Legale Di Francia)
Bologna, Italy

michael bRauch (SKW Schwarz Rechtsanwälte) Munich,
Germany
Ignacio cORbERa DalE (J&A Garrigues S.L.P) Barcelona, Spain
selçuk DEmIRbulaK (Istanbul Bar Association) Istanbul, Turkey
Jorge lEÃO (Jorge Leão Advogados) Oporto, Portugal

bénédicte QuEREnEt-hahn (GGV Grutmacher Gravert Viegener)
Paris, France
martin wIEbEcKE (Anwaltsbüro Wiebecke) Küsnacht, Switzerland

mark c. hIlGaRD
(Mayer Brown LLP)
Frankfurt, Germany

alfredo anDERE-mEnDIOlEa (IBLC Abogados, S.C.) Tijuana,
Mexico
carlos anGlaDa baRthOlmaI (Monereo, Meyer & Marinel.lo
Abogados) Palma de Mallorca, Spain
hilarie bass (Greenberg Traurig) Miami, FL, United States
louis F. buRKE (Louis F. Burke PC) New York, NY, United States
Daniele DE bEnEDEttI (Studio Benessia Maccagno) Turin, Italy
Julianne FaRnswORth (Farnsworth Law Firm LLC) Charleston, SC,
United States
Koji FuKumuRa (Cooley Godward Kronish LLP) San Diego, CA,
United States
thomas GElZER (Vischer Attorneys) Basel, Switzerland
J. paul GIGnac (Arias Ozzello & Gignac LLP) Santa Barbara, CA,
United States

christian GIROD (Schellenberg Wittmer) Geneva, Switzerland
mark c. hIlGaRD (Mayer Brown LLP) Frankfurt, Germany
loren KIEvE (Kieve Law Offices) San Francisco, CA, United States
bruce lEppla (Lieff, Cabraser, Heimann & Berstein, LLP) San
Francisco, CA, United States
David paRKIn (Berwin Leighton Paisner) London, United Kingdom
alberto pIERGROssI (Studio Legale Piergrossi) Milan, Italy
John pInnEY (Graydon Head & Ritchey LLP) Cincinnati, OH,
United States
Enrica sEnInI (Studio Legale Senini) Brescia, Italy
Isabel vOn FlIEDnER (Python & Peter) Geneva, Switzerland
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all the participants are requested to indicate on the registration form the
activities in which they wish to participate, whether or not they are included
in the congress registration fees.

For the optional activities that are not included in the registration fees,
registration will not be recorded until full payment is received.

The congress opening evening will be held at the swissôtel the bosphorus,
a 5-star luxury hotel, member of the Leading Hotels of the World, which
is located on the European banks of the Bosphorus, within several acres
of historical gardens.

The opening ceremony will take place in the hotel ballroom that can
accommodate up to 1 600 guests in theatre style seating. 
At the end of the opening ceremony, after the opening speeches, you will
enjoy a traditional performance with typical musicians and dancers.

The ballroom Foyer, overlooking the Dolmabahce Palace and the
spectacular Bophorus view, is the perfect venue for a welcome cocktail
prepared by renowned, award winning chefs, and you will then have the
possibility to meet with your friends and colleagues.

Transport will be provided between the congress hotels and the Swissôtel
The Bosphorus, and also for the return transfer. The shuttle schedule will
be given in the final programme and will also be displayed in the congress
hotels.

For security reasons, it is mandatory to carry your badge or invitation card,
along with an identity document.

Located between the Forum of Constantine and the Constantinople
Hippodrome, bindirdirek (the 1001 columns cistern) is an ancient, dry
cistern that was used as a rainwater storage tank in the Byzantine period.
For several years now, the cistern has been open to visitors and has
become a lively, festive cultural site.

There is no doubt that you will appreciate the beauty of this unusual
location during the traditional reception. 

Transport will be provided
between the congress hotels
and Binbirdirek. The shuttle
schedule will be given in the
final programme and will also
be displayed in the congress
hotels.

Located at the crossroads between East and West, Istanbul offers its
visitors its perfumes, colours, spices and much more. A modern,
cosmopolitan city, Istanbul has nonetheless been able to preserve its
myriad traditions. 
Do not hesitate to make the most of the free evening, to explore the
charms of this bewitching city.

The DESTINATION PLUS agency will have a list of recommended
addresses at your disposal for your free evening in Istanbul.

The congress closing ceremony, which will take place in the swissôtel the
bosphorus, will summarise the legal work achieved during the congress.
The presidency of the UIA will be transfered from President Corrado De
Martini to President Elect Pascal Maurer.

In order to register, please fill in
the attached forms or register online www.uianet.org

OPENING CEREMONY – SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2010 
6:00 pm – 7:30 pm

FOLLOWED BY A WELCOME COCKTAIL
Swissôtel The Bosphorus 7:30 pm – 9:00 pm

INFORMAL RECEPTION – SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31, 2010
Binbirdirek (The 1001 Columns Cistern) 8:00 pm – 11:00 pm

FREE EVENING – MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2010 

CLOSING CEREMONY – TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2010
Swissôtel The Bosphorus 5:45 pm - 7:15 pm
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The Çiragan palace is an opulent structure built in the second half of the
16th century in one of the canal’s most beautiful areas. The palace was
home to several generations of Sultans who introduced a number of
architectural novelties, but a fire partially destroyed the palace in 1909.
Priceless paintings, carpets and books were lost for ever. Fortunately, one
of the palace wings miraculously escaped the disaster. 

This section of the ancient palace still boasts of its original stone structure,
its marble, paintings and other relics of its age-old splendour. It will be a
delightful venue for the congress gala dinner. 

Transfers will be provided between
the congress hotels and the Çiragan
Palace. The shuttle schedule will be 
given in the final programme and
will also be displayed in the
congress hotels.

Dress code: Evening dress and
dinner jacket or a dark suit.

The price, including transfers,
welcome cocktail, dinner and dance
is € 165 per person.

Buses are scheduled to leave the congress hotel at 9:30 am to take you to
the pier to board a private boat.

In the morning, you will spend 2 hours cruising on the bosphorus, with a
commentary that will help you explore from the waters of the Bosphorus
strait, Istanbul's main architectural jewels.

The Bosphorus, which connects the Sea of Marmara to the Black Sea, has
retained much of its charm with its fishing villages, its elegant Yali (luxurious

19th century wooden residences), its
mosques, its numerous bridges as
well as the Palaces of the last
Sultans.

You will take a break on the Asian
side for lunch at the Del mare
Restaurant, a historical building on
the banks of the Bosphorus, built in
the 19th century and initially used as
a storage depot, to be later converted into a factory in the early 20th century.

Early afternoon, you will board the boat again and continue the cruise. A
second stopover will enable you to explore the leander tower, a structure
built on the rocky islet of üsküdar in the 19th century, to mark the entrance
to the strait, which has now become the symbol of Istanbul and the
Bosphorus. 

A coffee break will be offered at the Leander Tower.

You will continue the last section of the boat cruise up to the entrance to
the Golden Horn, a magnificent natural harbour that was once developed
to establish the city of Byzantium. Today, it is a popular tourist attraction
in Istanbul because of its history and beauty. You will disembark at the
Eminönü port, located just before the Galata Bridge.

Return time to the Swissôtel The Bosphorus between 3:30 and 4:00 pm

After the excursion, you will be able to visit the city’s largest mosque, the
süleymaniye mosque, built for the greatest of the Sultans, Suleiman the
Magnificent (additional charges apply).

The price of the excursion, including transportation by bus, the
commented cruise, the visit of the Leander Tower (coffee and pastry
included) and lunch (beverage included), is € 120 per person.

GALA DINNER – TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2010
Çiragan Palace (Kempinski Hotel) 8:30 pm

GENERAL EXCURSION – WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2010
Commented cruise on the Bosphorus 9:30 am – 4:00 pm
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A certain number of rooms have been reserved for the UIA congress at
preferential rates in several hotels in Istanbul, from October 30 to
November 3, 2010.
Given the limited number of rooms and the fact that preferential rates
cannot be guaranteed for more than the number of rooms reserved for
the UIA, we strongly advise you to make your reservations as soon as
possible with our agency:

DEstInatIOn plus
58, rue saint lambert - 75015 paris - France
tel: +33 1 56 08 37 37 - Fax: +33 1 56 08 37 38
Email: congres-uia@destinationplus.fr
website: www.destinationplus-uia.com

Once the number of rooms reserved for the UIA congress is sold out, or
for any stay before or after these dates, DESTINATION PLUS will make a
separate, specific request for availability in the hotel concerned
(reservations will be made upon availability and subject to new rates).

(1) Taxes can be increased or declined by governmental decision.
(2) Shuttle services will be available to take you from the congress hotels

to the Swissôtel The Bosphorus and back.

ImpORtant nOtE:  In Turkey, hotels systematically ask for identity papers
on your arrival as well as a print of your bank card (no charges are debited
on your card – it is just a guarantee to cover possible extras).

these rooms have been booked within the framework of the uIa congress
and are subject to special group sales conditions. Kindly refer to pages 38-39
for more details.

No claims related to classification criteria (Turkish norms) shall lead to
any compensation.

Rooms can only be occupied from 3.00 pm onwards on the day of arrival
and must be vacated by 12.00 pm on the day of departure.

For the location of these hotels, please refer to the Istanbul city map given
page 40 of the programme.

For more information about these hotels, please consult the Istanbul
congress information section on our Website: www.uianet.org

Congress hotel

the swissôtel the bosphorus
is a luxurious hotel
surrounded by huge
gardens and offering a
breathtaking view over the
Bosphorus. The hotel offers
497 spacious rooms, all
decorated and furnished in
traditional European style. 

the standard rooms overlook
the park and the gardens of
the hotel (Bosphorus view
subject to extra charge).

Room facilities: Double bed or
twin beds, desk with paid
high-speed Internet access,
phone, cable television, air-
conditioning, mini-bar, safety
deposit box, marble bathroom
equipped with a bathtub and
a shower, etc.

the deluxe rooms all benefit from
a Bosphorus view. 

Room facilities: Similar to the
standard room, with an additional
Nespresso coffee-machine. 
Extra services: Access to the
executive lounge located at the
17th floor (from 7.00 am to 11.00
pm) where continental breakfast
is served until 11.00 am. Tea,
coffee, non-alcoholic beverages,
fresh fruits and snacks are
available all day long.

hotel amenities: Heated indoor pool and outdoor pool, fitness center and
SPA (access free of charge, except for beauty treatments), several
restaurants; Le Chalet (Swiss specialties), Miyako (Japanese specialties),
Gaja (modern gastronomy), and several bars; Les Ambassadeurs, Le Café
Suisse, and Le Gaja Sky Bar.

In order to register, please fill in
the attached forms or register online www.uianet.org

                                                           stanDaRD (Garden view)
                                          single - large bed                               220 €
                                          Double - large bed                             250 €
                                          twin - 2 single beds                            250 €
                                          Bosphorus view supplement                60 €
                                                            DEluXE (Bosphorus view)
                                          single - large bed                              310 €
                                          Double - large bed                            345 €
                                          twin - 2 single beds                           345 €
                                          suite                                              On request
                                                    supERIOR (Lateral Bosphorus view)
                                          single - large bed                               305 €
                                          Double - large bed                             345 €
                                                            GRanD DEluXE (Bosphorus view)
                                          single - large bed                               555 €
                                          Double - large bed                             590 €
                                          single - large bed                               180 €
                                          Double - large bed                                 210 €
                                          twin - 2 single beds                           210 €
                                          Bosphorus view supplement                70 €
                                          single - large bed                               180 €
                                          Double - large bed                             200 €
                                          twin - 2 single beds                           200 €
                                          Bosphorus view supplement                50 €
                                          single - large bed                                70 €
                                          Double - large bed                                  80 €
                                          twin - 2 single beds                            80 €
                                          Superior room supplement                40 €

swIssOtEl
thE bOsphORus 5★

Congress hotel

                                                                                         

hIltOn Istanbul 5★

Located near to  
the Taksim area (2)

hIltOn paRK 4★

Located at a 3 minute 
walk from 

the Swissôtel

taslIK 3★

Located at a 6 minute 
walk from 

the Swissôtel

ÇIRaGan palacE 
KEmpInsKI 5★luXE

Charm hotel at the edge
of the Bosphorus (2)

hOtEl / 
catEGORY

tYpE 
OF ROOm

pRIcE pER nIGht
pER ROOm
In EuROs

(Including taxes (1)
and breakfast)

SWISSÔTEL THE BOSPHORUS ★★★★★
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The Çiragan Kempinski hotel is
situated along the Bosphorus. 

The 313 rooms of the hotel are
very peaceful, and spacious.
They are decorated with
luxurious refinement and split
into 5 floors.

the superior rooms all have a
balcony and a lateral Bosphorus
view.

the "Grand deluxe" roomshave a
balcony and a direct view over
the Bosphorus.

Room facilities: Air-conditioning,
desk, phone with direct line, flat
screen cable television, Free Wi-
Fi connection, safety deposit
box, mini bar, bathroom with
bathtub and shower, hair-dryer,
bathrobe, etc.

hotel amenities: Outdoor and
indoor swimming pools, fitness
center, steam bath, massages
and treatments rooms (subject
to extra charge), Turkish 
bath and hammam, several
restaurants; Le Laledan (fish
specialties), Le Gazebo, Le Tugra
(Turkish gastronomy).

Shuttles will be at your disposal to go to the Swissôtel The Bosphorus 
(see page 8).

The Hilton Park hotel is located
within walking distance from the
Swissôtel.
The hotel has 110 luminous and
spacious rooms of 23 m² with
either a view over the city or the
garden.

Room facilities: Air-conditioning,
flat-screen LCD television, paying
high-speed Internet access, safety
deposit box, mini bar, marble
bathroom and hair-dryer.

hotel amenities: Gym, restaurant
and a roof top bar.

The Hilton Istanbul hotel,
located on the European
side of the city, near the
Taksim district, spreads on
six hectares of gardens, and
offers a gorgeous view over
the Bosphorus. 
the rooms are all spacious 
(40 m²) and well decorated
with a balcony that
overlooks either the gardens
or the Bosphorus (subject to
extra charge).

Room facilities: Air-
conditioning, separated
working area, flat screen
television, paying high-
speed Internet access,
safety deposit box, mini bar,
marble bathroom with all
conveniences and hair-
dryer.  

hotel amenities: Fitness
center with swimming pool,
tennis courts and squash,
Turkish baths, sauna and
massage, restaurants and a
roof top bar. 

Shuttles will be at your disposal to go to the Swissôtel The Bosphorus (see
page 8).

Located a few minutes walk
from the Swissôtel, the Taslik
hotel has 98 rooms.
(Superior rooms available
with extra charge) 

Room facilities: Air-conditioning,
phone with direct-line, radio,
cable TV, mini bar, bathroom
and hair-dryer.

hotel amenities: Restaurant
and bar.

ÇIRAGAN KEMPINSKI ★★★★★ Luxe

HILTON PARK ★★★★

HILTON ISTANBUL ★★★★★

TASLIK HÔTEL ★★★
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Reservations for accompanying persons' activities will have to be made
at the same time as reservations for accommodation and for the pre and
post-congress programme.

You will also be able to register on the spot in the Swissôtel The
Bosphorus at the DESTINATION PLUS desk, depending upon availability
for the desired excursions.

The final departure times for the accompanying persons’ activities will be
given in the final programme and displayed at the DESTINATION PLUS
reception desk and in all the congress hotels.

If the number of registered participants is inferior to the minimum
indicated, the activity may be postponed or cancelled.

When you register, kindly indicate the desired date and language for the
concerned activity on the DESTINATION PLUS reservation form.

In case of no show for an activity which you have registered for, no
reimbursement shall be made.

Duration: Half-day (Morning)
time: will be confirmed onsite
minimum nb of participants: 10
price: € 40

Departure from the congress hotel by
bus with a guide to explore the
topkapi palace, the former residence
of the Ottoman Sultans, located on an
extraordinary site. The amazing
complex of buildings spreads out
over one of Istanbul’s seven hills,
overlooking the Sea of Marmara and
the Golden Horn. 

Truly a city within the city and a museum, famous for its treasures,
testifying its sumptuous past, the palace consists of a series of pavilions
dotted amidst flourishing gardens, with a harem, mosques, libraries,
external services – all of it surrounded by high walls flanked by
watchtowers. 

Return to the congress hotel at the end of the morning.

Duration: Half-day (Afternoon)
time: will be confirmed on site
minimum nb of participants: 10
price: € 40

Departure from the congress hotel by bus with a guide to the hippodrome
square, located in the heart of the old city, followed by a tour of the
various sites on foot.

The Hippodrome Square, a long green esplanade, venue for meetings
and festivals, hub of ancient Constantinople, spreads out between the 
St. Sophia Church and the Blue Mosque. It was built in the year 203 by
the Roman Emperor, Septimius Severus. Today, the Hippodrome harbours
three monuments that should not be missed: the Obelisk of Theodosius 1st,
the walled column and the serpentine column.

The 5th century st. sophia church, a masterpiece of Byzantine architecture,
signifying Church of Holy Wisdom, remained the largest Christian church
until Constantinople's conquest in 1453. 

The Sultan Ahmed Mosque or Blue Mosque (1617) is admittedly one of
the most famous and beautiful mosques of Istanbul and the Muslim world
in general. 

A masterpiece of elegance, harmony and grandeur combined, it is the
only mosque in Turkey to have six minarets.

Return to the congress hotel at the end of the afternoon.

Duration: Full day
time: will be confirmed on site
minimum nb of participants: 10
price: € 95 (lunch, drinks not included)

The various activities are described before.

Lunch will take place at the Konyali restaurant,
located in the Topkapi Palace enclosure,
offering a magnificent view from its terrace.

Duration: Half-day (Morning)
time: will be confirmed on site
minimum nb of participants: 10
price: € 40

Departure from the congress hotel by bus with a guide for the st. saviour in
chora museum, where you will admire the most beautiful Byzantine mosaics
and frescoes in Istanbul. They describe the life of Jesus and Mary, various
saints of the Church and other important characters of the Byzantine period. 

You will then enter the world of the
mystical East. You will follow the
dozens of scents wafting through the
alleys of the Egyptian market – the
spice market that was built in 1663 –
which owes its name to the taxes that
were deducted in Cairo. It was built
within the precincts of the New
Mosque (Yeni Cami). Much smaller
than the Grand Bazaar, it sells mostly
food products (spices, dry fruits,
pastirma, sujuk, lokums, etc.).

In order to register, please fill in
the attached forms or register online www.uianet.org

C - COMBINED A + B VISITS WITH LUNCH
sunday, October 31

D - VISIT OF ST SAVIOUR IN CHORA, THE EGYPTIAN MARKET, 
THE SÜLEYMANIYE MOSQUE

saturday, October 30, monday, november 1 and tuesday 2

A - DISCOVERY OF THE TOPKAPI PALACE
saturday, October 30, sunday 31 and monday, november 1

B - DISCOVERY OF THE HIPPODROME, THE ST SOPHIA CHURCH, 
THE BLUE MOSQUE 

saturday, October 30, sunday 31 and tuesday, november 2
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This market is one of Istanbul’s most
enchanting sites!

You will end your tour with a visit to
the city’s largest mosque, the
süleymaniye mosque, built by
Suleiman the Magnificent on the third
hill of old Istanbul, towering
majestically above the Golden Horn.
The greatest success of the architect,
Sinan, was built between 1550 and
1557 and is admittedly Istanbul's most
beautiful mosque. 

Return to the congress hotel at the end of the morning.

Duration: Half-day (Afternoon)
time: will be confirmed on site
minimum nb of participants: 6
price: € 35

Departure by bus from the
congress hotel. 

To ensure that you do not get lost
in this market, which is really like
Ali Baba’s cave, and to help you
"bargain" for your purchases, 
the visit will be organised in 
small groups of 6 persons,
accompanied by a guide.

The Grand bazaar, a covered
market built in 1461, has over 
four thousand shops, several

kilometres of streets, mosques, banks, restaurants and workshops.

Return to the congress hotel at the end of the afternoon.

Duration: Half-day (Morning)
time: will be confirmed on site 
minimum nb of participants: 10
price: € 55

Departure from the congress hotel by bus with a guide.

The Turkish Arts’ workshop will take place in the medressa cafer ağa
school, located in the heart of the old city, and built in the 16th century for
the head of white Cafer Ağa eunuchs by the famous architect, Mimar

Sinan. Restored in the 1980s, the building now holds shops, crafts
workshops and a café.

You will have the opportunity to discover one of the following Turkish
arts during a workshop: 
▪ Ebrû (Painting on marble paper) 
▪ Calligraphy
▪ Drawing of Turkish designs on ceramic

The training course will last between 1 to 2 hours, depending on the
number of participants.

Return to the congress hotel at the end of the morning.

Duration: Half-day (Afternoon)
time: will be confirmed on site
minimum nb of participants: 10
price: € 65

Departure from the congress hotel by
bus with a guide.

You will be welcomed in one of the
most ancient hammams of the
Ottoman period. In the vaulted
building, characteristic of Ottoman
architecture, you will wear the
traditional pestemalwaistcloth. You can
lie down and rest around the hot stone,
called the "stomach stone", and, if you
like, have a massage.

Tea and Turkish delights will be waiting
for you after the session…

Return to the congress hotel at the end
of the afternoon.

Duration: Half-day (Morning)
time: will be confirmed on site
minimum nb of participants: 15
price: € 120 (lunch, drinks not included)

Departure from the congress hotel by bus
with a guide, to visit the bustling pedestrian -
only Pera district.
You will take part in a 3-hour Turkish cooking
class at the Cooking Institute.

The course will be followed
by a tasting lunch.

Return to the congress
hotel at the beginning of
the afternoon.

G - RELAXATION BREAK AT THE TURKISH BATH
sunday, October 31 and monday, november 1

H - TURKISH COOKING CLASS
monday, november 1

E - THE GRAND BAZAAR WITH A GUIDE
saturday, October 30, monday, november 1 and tuesday 2

F - TURKISH ARTS WORKSHOP AT THE MEDRESSA CAFER AĞA
SCHOOL

sunday, October 31 and tuesday, november 2
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In the morning, meeting point at the Istanbul airport.
Assistance in taking a Turkish Airlines flight to Cappadocia (flight duration:
1:30 hrs).

On arrival, you will be received by a guide and taken by bus for a visit of the
mustafapasa village on foot, located 5 km from ürgüp. 
Imbued with an indefinable charm, the village offers everything to attract you
– its 14th century medressa (school) and finely wrought gate, as well as
cavernous churches spread out all across the surrounding dales. 
Gorgeous stone mansions with delicately sculpted lintels line the small streets
of Mustafapasa.

Continue by bus for a visit to the soganli valley.
The Soganli Valley, criss-crossed by a river of the same name, resulted from
the volcanic activity in the region. Tuff cones (rocks made of lava, ash and
mud) provide an impressive surrounding to this valley, also renowned for its
cavernous churches, decorated with 9th and 11th century frescoes.

lunch in a local restaurant.

Continue by bus for a visit to the Kaymakli underground city.
Lying below the tiny village growing out of the plateau is an impressive, 4000
year-old city, built in dozens of kilometres of natural tunnels, to serve as a
refuge for the Hittites inhabitants during invasions.

Living areas, worship areas, meeting
rooms, and even "public places" can
be clearly distinguished, along with
storage areas for food, ventilation
shafts, piping, etc. 

At the end of the day, you will reach the
Yunak Evleri hotel **** in ürgüp, where
you will settle down in your rooms and
then have dinner at the hotel. 

After breakfast, departure by bus to go to the Göreme valley.
A real open-air museum, under UNESCO protection, this huge, rocky, ancient
circus harbours cavernous churches with magnificent wall paintings.  
Explore the strange troglodyte living areas in the uçhisar village.

lunch in a local restaurant.

You will continue your tour to the pasabag valley, admittedly one of the most
beautiful national parks with the most enchanting examples of fairy
chimneys, lying in the midst of vines. You will then explore the Derbent valley,
with its astonishing lunar landscape.

To complete your explorations, you will
visit a traditional carpet-weaving centre
during the day, where you can admire
the talent and dexterity of Turkish
women.

Return to the hotel at the end of
the afternoon and dinner at the
Yunak Evleri **** hotel in Ürgüp.

Departure for the airport in the morning, with a stopover to allow you to
admire a truly extraordinary panorama.

Flight to Istanbul for a scheduled arrival early afternoon. Welcome at the
Atatürk international airport and transfer to your hotel.

The above prices have been established on the basis of a minimum of participants.
DESTINATION PLUS reserves the right to increase the rates in case the minimum
number is not reached and in case of a rise of the fuel surcharge and airport and
security taxes. Should this number not be reached by September 10, 2010,
DESTINATION PLUS reserves the right to cancel the pre-congress. DESTINATION
PLUS would therefore reimburse the pre-congress amount (except for expenses
linked to changes in international flights booked on your own). 
consequently, we recommend that you book air tickets that can be modified.

In order to register, please fill in
the attached forms or register online www.uianet.org

  tREasuREs OF cappaDOcIa                                 € 650                  € 720         
  October 28-30, 2010

these prices include: Transport Istanbul/ Cappadocia/ Istanbul in a scheduled
flight with TURKISH AIRLINES, and airport, security and fuel surcharge taxes.
Transport in an air-conditioned coach, accommodation in a 4* hotel in half-
board (2 nights), the meals (beverages non included), the visits (entrance fees to
monuments included), the transfers mentioned in the programme, an English-
speaking guide at the arrival in Cappadocia and during the pre-congress.

these prices do not include: Accommodation in Istanbul for the night of
27/10/10, extraordinary expenditure due to elements for which the agency
cannot be held responsible, such as: strikes, aircraft/ train delays, bad weather
conditions, etc., cancellation/baggage insurance or assistance/repatriation.

pacKaGE pRIcE pER pERsOn                             Double               single
Minimum nb of participants: 20                     Room                Room

PRE-CONGRESS  > TREASURES OF CAPPADOCIA
3 days/2 nights From thursday, October 28 to saturday, October 30, 2010

         
     

DAY 1 – ISTANBUL / CAPPADOCIA 
thursday, October 28

DAY 2 – DISCOVERY ACROSS THE REGION 
Friday, October 29 

DAY 3 – CAPPADOCIA / ISTANBUL 
saturday, October 30 

this extraordinary hotel has been carved into a cliff. 
You will have a unique experience while staying in this hotel, where the
rooms have been built in troglodyte niches, mostly in the 5th century.
The rooms have been decorated in a refined Ottoman style and
offer a high level of comfort and natural air-conditioning.
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pRE-cOnGREss - From wednesday, October 27 to saturday, October 30, 2010
pOst-cOnGREss - From wednesday, november 3 to saturday, november 6, 2010

Meeting point in the afternoon at the Istanbul Airport (1).
Assistance in taking a TURKISH AIRLINES flight to Antalya (flight duration:
1:15 hrs).

On arrival, welcome and transfer to the hotel Kempinski The Dome*****.

buffet-dinner and accommodation at the hotel.

Half-board accommodation
(buffet-dinner) in the hotel
Kempinski The Dome*****,
with freedom to choose your
own activities.

Different optional activities are
proposed (to be paid on site).

antalya Golf club: two 18-hole
golf rounds, The Sultan and The
Pasha (PGA label).
Golfers can play on these two
magnificent golf courses located
next to the hotel, and both
designed by the professional
golfer, David Jones.

the Dome spa: spread over
3600 m2 of a relaxation area, it
is one of the largest spas and
beauty centres in Turkey. 

Within an oasis of amazing quietude, the wellness packages proposed by
the thalassotherapy centre of the Spa Kempinski The Dome include:
Ayurvedic treatments, different alternative massages, face and body cares,
etc.

Regular excursions (booking and payment to be made on site).
- A day cruise on a schooner, with a visit to the archaeological site of Phaselis. 
- A day exploration of the region in a 4x4. 
- A half-day visit to the archaeological sites of Perge and Aspendos.

End of the morning, transfer to the Antalya airport and return flight to
Istanbul.

(1) For the pre-congress tour, we
advise participants to reserve a
flight with arrival in Istanbul late
morning and for the post-
congress tour, we recommend
that you book a flight with a late
afternoon return.

The above prices have been established on the basis of a minimum of
participants. DESTINATION PLUS reserves the right to increase the rates in
case the minimum number is not reached and in case of a rise of the fuel
surcharge and airport and security taxes. Should this number not be
reached by September 10, 2010, DESTINATION PLUS reserves the right to
cancel the pre / post-congress. DESTINATION PLUS would therefore
reimburse the pre / post-congress amount (except for expenses linked to
changes in international flights booked on your own). 
consequently, we recommend that you book air tickets that can be modified.

  KEmpInsKI thE DOmE hOtEl *****                       € 780                  € 990

  Sea view supplement (Price per room)                             € 180

these prices include: Airport / congress hotel transfer in Istanbul on October
30, for the pre-congress OR congress hotel / airport transfer in Istanbul on
November 3 for the post-congress. Transport Istanbul/ Antalya/ Istanbul in a
scheduled flight with TURKISH AIRLINES, and airport, security and fuel
surcharge taxes. Airport/ hotel/ airport transfers in Antalya, accommodation
in a 5* hotel (3 nights) in half-board (buffet dinner, beverages not included).

these prices do not include: The green fees, the Spa and the excursions,
extraordinary expenditure due to elements for which the agency cannot be
held responsible, such as: strikes, aircraft/train delays, bad weather
conditions, etc., cancellation/baggage insurance or assistance/repatriation.

pacKaGE pRIcE pER pERsOn                             Double               single
Minimum nb of participants: 10                     Room                Room

PRE AND POST-CONGRESS > RESORT, GOLF & SPA IN ANTALYA
4 days / 3 nights 

DAY 1 - ISTANBUL / ANTALYA
wednesday, October 27 OR wednesday, november 3

DAYS 2 AND 3 - ANTALYA
thursday, October 28 and Friday 29 OR thursday, november 4 and Friday 5 

The hotel located in Belek, 35 km from Antalya, is a luxurious golf and
wellness vacation resort set in one of the most ideal and picturesque
surroundings of the Turkish Riviera. 

This splendid establishment offers 157 rooms, all of which have been
designed with comfort and fitted with the latest technological
equipment.

the rooms, elegantly decorated in the local style, overlook the golf course
and lakes and provide a spectacular view of the Taurus Mountains.
Exceptionally spacious, the rooms provide optimum comfort: desk with
data ports, free broadband Internet access, selection of pillows, air-
conditioning, flat screen TV, voice messaging, safety deposite box, mini
bar and luxurious marble bathrooms (separate bathtub and shower). 

Sea view room available (subject to extra charge).

DAY 4 - ANTALYA / ISTANBUL
saturday, October 30 OR saturday, november 6, 2010 
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The congress registration fees, as well as the gala dinner and general
excursion fees, payable in Euros only, have to be paid:

1. by cheque in Euros payable in France, made out to UIA and sent to: 
UIA (25, rue du Jour - 75001 Paris – France).

2. by credit card (VISA, EUROCARD/MASTERCARD) in Euros only.

3. by bank transfer swIFt, especifying on the transfer order: “no charges
for the beneficiary”, in favour of the Union Internationale des Avocats,
indicating your surname and first name and the reference: “54th Istanbul
congress”.

Registrations, by regular mail, fax or email, have to reach DEstInatIOn
plus no later than September 30, 2010.

Any registration received after that date will have to be paid by credit card
only (VISA or MASTERCARD). Bank transfers will not be accepted after
this date. 

Reservations will be dealt with in chronological order of receipt. A
confirmation/invoice, including all the services requested and a file
number will be sent to you. 

Reservations will only be validated upon receipt of the signed
confirmation/invoice along with the total payment.
without any answer from the part of the participants within 15 days,
reservations will be automatically cancelled. 

For any last minute registration, no reservation shall be confirmed without
immediate and full payment of the entire bill and no payment for
accommodation shall be accepted onsite.

mEthODs OF paYmEnt
1. by cheque in Euros payable in France, made out to DESTINATION PLUS
(for French people only).
2. by credit card (VISA or MASTERCARD) in Euros only.
3. by bank transfer swIFt, specifying on the transfer order: “sans frais pour
le destinataire” (“no charges for the beneficiary”), in favour of DESTINATION
PLUS, indicating your surname and first name and the reference: “54th Istanbul
congress” as well as the file number (given on the confirmation/invoice).

Please attach a copy of your transfer order with your signed
confirmation/invoice.

Registration confirmations will be sent by email. should you not receive the email
of confirmation promptly, please contact DEstInatIOn plus.

account holder: DEstInatIOn plus 
HSBC Bank
45, rue Saint Lambert - 75015 Paris - France
swIFt: ccFRFRpp
Iban: FR 76 3005 6007 1307 1301 4887 625

account holder: union Internationale des avocats
Société Générale 
8, avenue du Président Wilson - 75116 Paris - France
swIFt n°: sOGEFRpp
Iban: FR76 3000 3031 7000 0503 2072 906

In order to register, please fill in
the attached forms or register online www.uianet.org

METHODS OF PAYMENT FOR THE UIA
congress registration fees / Gala dinner / General excursion

All registrations received by the Union Internationale des Avocats along with the full
payment of fees corresponding to the events selected will be confirmed in writing. A
registration number will be assigned to each participant, which will be required during
registration at Swissôtel Bosphorus hotel for handing over the congress documents. 

Payments for all registrations made after September 30, 2010 will have to be made by credit
card only (bank transfers will not be accepted after this date).

The Union Internationale des Avocats (UIA) and DESTINATION PLUS reserve the right to
cancel or postpone the congress to a later date, change the congress venue and/or
programme, make any corrections or modifications in the information published in the
congress programme and cancel any invitation to participate in the congress, at any time
and at their entire discretion, without having to provide any reasons for the same.

Neither the UIA, DESTINATION PLUS, nor any of its managers, employees, agents,
members or representatives shall be held responsible for any loss or damage, of any
nature, suffered (directly or indirectly) by a congress delegate, accompanying person or a
third party following any cancellations, changes, postponements or modifications. 

Neither the UIA, nor any of its managers, employees, agents, members or representatives
shall be held responsible for any loss or damage, of any nature whatever, suffered (directly
or indirectly) by a congress delegate or accompanying person, except in case of death or
personal injury due to gross negligence by the UIA.

The contractual relations between the UIA and each participant (congress delegate or
accompanying person) in relation to the congress are subject to French law and
jurisdiction, to the exclusion of any other law. Paris is the city of jurisdiction.

As far as accommodation for the congress and the tours proposed by DESTINATION PLUS
before and during the congress are concerned, the contractual relationship will be
established directly between DESTINATION PLUS and each participant. This relationship
is subject to French law, to the exclusion of all others. Paris is the city of jurisdiction.

GENERAL CONDITIONS

METHODS OF PAYMENT FOR DESTINATION PLUS
accommodation / accompanying persons' activities / pre and post-congress activities
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all cancellations will be subject to a 20% deduction for processing fees and will
have to be sent in writing, to be received by the union Internationale des avocats
no later than september 30, 2010. no refund will be made for cancellations received
after this date. 
In order to avoid any reimbursement problems, we earnestly advise all those who
need a visa to proceed with their registration as soon as possible.

all reimbursements will be made after the congress.

Participants who have paid the total registration fee amount and are unable to
attend the congress personally may send a colleague as a substitute after
informing the UIA. A € 50 processing fee will be charged.

1. tRansFERs
Cancellation less than 15 days before your arrival: 100% of charges.

2. accOmmODatIOn
the rooms have been reserved for the uIa congress and are subject to special
conditions group sales (see below).

The cancellation conditions for individual participants have been established
as follows, entailing the payment of the following charges (% of the price of
services reserved): 

swissôtel the bosphorus and taslik hotels:
❱From registration to July 13, 2010: one night will be charged
❱From July 14 to August 13, 2010: 30 % of charges
❱From August 14 to September 13, 2010: 50 % of charges
❱From September 14 to October 13, 2010: 75 % of charges
❱From October 14, 2010: 100 % of charges

Çiragan Kempinski, hilton park and hilton Istanbul hotels
❱From registration to June 30, 2010: one night will be charged
❱From July 1st to 31, 2010: 30 % of charges
❱From August 1st to 31, 2010: 50 % of charges
❱From September 1st to 29, 2010: 75 % of charges
❱From September 30, 2010: 100 % of charges

DEstInatIOn plus will not refund in case of no show, late arrival or early
departure.

3. actIvItIEs FOR accOmpanYInG pERsOns
Until 15 days prior to the congress: no cancellation fees will be charged.
After that: 100 % will be charged.

4. pRE anD pOst-cOnGREss actIvItIEs
The cancellation conditions for individual participants have been established
as follows, entailing the payment of the following charges:
❱From registration to August 15, 2010: 10 % of the pre / post-congress activities

cost
❱From August 16 to September 10, 2010: 25 %of the pre / post-congress activities

cost
❱From September 11 to 30, 2010: 50 % of the pre / post-congress activities cost
❱From October 1st to 15, 2010: 75 % of the pre / post-congress activities cost
❱From October 16, 2010: 100 % of the pre / post-congress activities cost

Should the minimum number of participants not be reached by September 10,
2010, DESTINATION PLUS reserves the right to cancel the pre and post-congress
programme. DESTINATION PLUS would therefore reimburse the pre or post-
congress activities amount (except for expenses linked to changes in
international flights booked on your own).

Refunds will be made after the congress.

mODIFIcatIOn
Charges for changes made less than 30 days before the date: € 30 .

InsuRancEs (at your own charge) 
If you are taking part in a pre or post-congress programme you have the
obligation to acquire an assistance/repatriation insurance. With regard to your
participation in the congress, we recommend that you purchase an insurance
policy providing hospitalisation and medical expenses coverage. For your
information, the insurance policy may be included if you pay by credit card
(please check with your bank to see the details about such coverage).

The UIA and DESTINATION PLUS accept no liability in case a congress
participant fails to purchase such an insurance policy.

❱FORmalItIEs
It is the responsibility of congress participants to ensure compliance with police, customs
and health formalities for their journey. Congress participants unable to take part in the
congress because of their inability to take a flight or any other means of transportation due
to being unable to provide the documents required (passport, visa, vaccination certificate,
etc.) cannot claim any reimbursement.

❱FORcE maJEuRE
“Force majeure” means any events external to the parties, of both an unforeseeable and
insurmountable nature that prevents either the client or the participants, or the agency or
service providers involved in organising the congress, from executing all or part of the
obligations provided for in the present agreement. By express agreement, such will be the
case in the event of a strike affecting the means of transport, hotel staff, air traffic controllers,
an insurrection, a riot or any prohibition whatever decreed by Governmental or public
authorities.

It is expressly agreed that for the parties, a case of force majeure would suspend the
execution of their reciprocal obligations. At the same time, each of the parties shall bear
the burden of all the expenses incumbent upon them, resulting from the case of force
majeure.

❱hEalth
The organisers decline any responsibility in case of any health problems existing prior to
the congress that may lead to complications or be aggravated during the entire period of
the stay: pregnancy, cardio-vascular problems, any allergies, special diets, any disorders
under treatment and not yet consolidated on the day the congress starts, psychic or mental
or depressive illness, etc. (List not exhaustive).

 

CANCELLATION OF REGISTRATION FOR THE CONGRESS /
GALA DINNER / GENERAL EXCURSION

CANCELLATION OF TRANSFERS / ACCOMMODATION /
ACTIVITIES FOR ACCOMPANYING PERSONS / PRE AND POST-
CONGRESS ACTIVITIES

❱cOpYRIGht
Turkey tourist office, exept:
© Shutterstock, Serdar Duzgider: front cover
© gettyimage Peter Adams: page 7
© Fotolia Stephan Pradier, © Fotolia Pavle, © Fotolia richard villalon: page 34
© Fotolia NATHY26, © Fotolia cachou34, © Shutterstock, PhotoShopping: page 35
© Fotolia photlook: page 36
© Fotolia Sylvaine Thomas, © Corbis, David Sutherland, All Rights Reserved, © Fotolia Matttilda: back cover
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 swIssôtEl thE bOsphORus 5★ (Congress hotel)

 ÇIRaGan palacE KEmpInsKI 5★luXE

 hIltOn Istanbul 5★

 hIltOn paRK 4★

 taslIK 3★

1

12
3

3

4
5

4
5

Location of the congress hotels

1 2

Towards
Çiragan Palace
Kempinski
(located at 
1,7 km from 
the Swissôtel 
The Bosphorus) 
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Registration of participants Registration of participants

MAIN THEME 1
Markets: A Return to Regulation?

MAIN THEME 1
Markets: A Return to Regulation?

MAIN THEME 2
A Worldwide Code of Ethics?

MAIN THEME 3
Human Rights and Private Enterprise

MAIN THEME 2
A Worldwide Code of Ethics?

MAIN THEME 3
Human Rights and Private Enterprise
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International Bar Leaders Senate Forum for Africa

Transport Law 

International Sale of Goods 

Competition Law  /
Mergers and Acquisitions

Banking Law /
Corporate Law 

Health Law /
Insurance Law Art Law

Tax Law /
Sports Law 

Protection of Lawyers 

Labour Law /
Mediation and Conflict Prevention

International Criminal Defence 

Family Law Family Law (continued)

Private International Law 

International Negotiation for Lawyers
(continued)

Foreign Investment

International Negotiation for Lawyers

International Arbitration Criminal Law 

Human Rights (continued)

Litigation 

Human Rights 

Protection of Personal Data 
and Rights of the Digital Person

Contract Law The Future of the Lawyer

Media Law

Bankruptcy Law

International Estate Planning 

Competition Law 

Immigration Law and Nationality Labour Law 

Environment Law
and Sustainable Development

Computer and Telecommunications Law

Intellectual Property 

Biotechnology Law 

Business and Human Rights Training Sub-Committee

Real Estate Law 

Tort Law 

Management of Law Firms 

Judiciary

Administrative Law 

Law Firms Forum
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Mont Blanc
Room

Mönch
Room

Lausanne
Room

Montreux
Room

Bern
Room

Luzerne
Room

Genève
Room

Neuchâtel
Room

Monte Rosa
Room

Mont Blanc
Room

Mönch
Room

Lausanne
Room

Montreux
Room

Bern
Room

Luzerne
Room

Genève
Room

Neuchâtel
Room

Mont Blanc
Room

Mönch
Room

Lausanne
Room

Montreux
Room

Bern
Room

Luzerne
Room

Genève
Room

Neuchâtel
Room

Swissôtel 
The Bosphorus
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UIA
25, rue du Jour
75001 Paris - France
Tel: +33 1 44 88 55 66
Fax: +33 1 44 88 55 77
Email: uiacentre@uianet.org
Website: www.uianet.org




